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Classical Music
Tonal Classical Music

“I like Dizzy Gillespie but I like this, too [i.e., classical music].  This is good for you.  Put this 
next to a flower and it will grow!” — counterman in a Berkeley coffee shop, Mar., 1997.

Every student of the theory of evolution should attempt, at least once, to come up with an 
explanation for why there should be such a thing as music at all, in particular, music of the depth 
and complexity and beauty of the Western classical composers.  

As far as evolutionary time scales are concerned, such music appeared overnight — in the 
snap of a finger — and to what purpose?  Does the possession of such music increase the surviv-
ability of the human species?  

“As neither the enjoyment nor the capacity of producing musical notes are faculties of the 
least direct use to man in reference to his ordinary habits of life, they must be ranked amongst the 
most mysterious with which he is endowed.” — Charles Darwin, quoted in Dubal, David, The 
Essential Canon of Classical Music, North Point Press, N.Y., 2001, epigraph 

Or  is it rather, as a friend put it, that such music is simply a side-effect of having brains as 
well-developed as ours?  But can such extraordinary structures occur as mere side-effects?  

What were those who would have been great composers doing before classical music 
appeared, i.e., before, say, the 13th century a.d.?  If genius is not the result of training, then such 
minds must have occurred throughout the ages.  What did you do if you were Johann Sebastian 
Bach and had no musical instruments and no written music?

Music is what metaphysics always tries to be.  The truth of this is clear to any student of exis-
tentialism who has heard the closing theme of each episode of the Masterpiece Theater production 
of Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy.  At least for some music lovers, music reveals the essence of things, 
reveals the inner nature of the world, and at least at present, no one has the slightest idea how it 
does this.

 

“...music is distinguished from all the other arts by the fact that it is not a copy of the phenom-
enon, or, more accurately, the adequate objectivity of the will, but is the direct copy of the will 
itself, and therefore exhibits itself as the metaphysical to everything physical in the world, and as 
the thing-in-itself to every phenomenon.” — Schopenhauer, Arthur, The World as Idea, Third 
Book, Second Aspect, III, in Schopenhauer: Selections, ed., Parker, DeWitt H., Charles Scrib-
ners’ Sons, N.Y., 1928, p. 184. 

Baroque: music from the age of hanging, drawing and quartering.

If a composer or musician does not have extensive experience working in popular established 
forms, e.g. popular songs, marches, jazz, polkas and other ethnic music, he will probably tend to 
overestimate the accomplishments of periods such as the baroque.  He will assume that composi-
tion then was as difficult as it is now, when each new piece of serious music (indeed, each new 
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work in any of the arts) is expected to start an entire new movement.  He will think it nothing 
short of astounding when he reads that some baroque composers could write a sextet almost as 
rapidly as some people could write a letter, or that a composer produced dozens of operas in addi-
tion to numerous other works.  But in the eighteenth century there was a great deal of boilerplate, 
to use a phrase from the advertising world, already in the air and available for the taking.  Compo-
sition then was much more akin to jazz improvisation, with its collection of idioms, riffs, standard 
phrases and forms, than to the academic research project it became in the second half of the twen-
tieth century.  Also not to be forgotten is that, incredible as it may seem, composers then actually 
attempted to please people, or at least their patrons, by creating something beautiful.  

Here’s to you, Vivaldi!  The elitists like to say that you wrote the same piece 600 times. And 
yet any one of these no-talent fops would give their right arm to be able to write something as 
good as the last movement of your Flute Concerto No. 2 in G Minor (“La notte”), or, yes, even 
your Four Seasons, much less do it in anything near the time it took you.  Oh, sure, they use your 
music to sell Volvos and to keep yuppie minds numbed at the office, but that is not your fault.  I 
say this: Johann Sebastian Bach, who saw fit to transcribe many of your works, did not waste his 
time on second-raters.  I say this: long after the syntactic posturings that academics call the music 
of the future, have been forgotten, your glorious music will be delighting music lovers the world 
over.

Intellectuals and artists know (though they may not like to admit it to each other) that for them 
the religion of accomplishment has replaced the moribund Christian religion.  Immortality is sal-
vation, and this makes the business of creating intellectual and artistic works a heavy business 
indeed, because if you don’t achieve immortality, your life and all your efforts were worthless, 
and worst of all, you didn’t realize it.  The kind of work that this religion produces was only too 
evident in the twentieth century.  Nevertheless, if for no other reason than curiosity, we must ask if 
it is not possible for, say, a composer to in fact do the equivalent of what intellectuals and artists 
like to believe that at least some of the great thinkers and artists of the past did, namely, write 
music solely to please themselves.  (No one who has his eye on immortality does this, regardless 
of what they tell you.)  Imagine being a composer without fear, a composer who spends next to no 
time worrying about his ultimate worth or his rank among other composers of his time.  Imagine a 
composer for whom any sound is a candidate for use in a composition, and yet who feels under no 
obligation whatsoever to use all the sounds that attract his attention.  Imagine a composer who 
sets out only to please himself (which in no way prohibits his also pleasing others), while at the 
same time maintaining a strong critical faculty toward his own works and others, yet a critical fac-
ulty that is not accompanied by self-contempt in the case of one of his own works.  In short, imag-
ine a composer who creates music in the same spirit as many woodworkers create furniture and 
cabinetry, a composer for whom the judgement of Those Who Know is a matter of indifference 
except as it enhances his efforts.  Do any such composers exist today?

“...the most difficult thing is the free usage of what is our own.” — Hölderlin, Friedrich, 
quoted in Hyms and Fragments by Friedrich Hölderlin, tr. and intr. by Sieburth, Richard, Prince-
ton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1984, p. 14.
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      “ Competitions are for horses, not artists.” — Bartok 

When people talk of the use of the computer in the composing of music, they usually assume 
this carries with it an obligation to create musical sounds that have never been heard before. (Else 
why use the computer?)  But nothing could be more misguided.  The computer simply enables us 
to accomplish mental and artistic tasks which we were unable to accomplish with the unaided 
mind.  The really interesting experiment to make is to use the computer to write music for tradi-
tional instruments (or traditional sounds): fugues beyond the imagination even of Bach, passages 
that surpass the technical competence of any human performer (cf. some of Conlan Nancarrow’s 
player piano pieces).  And this applies to jazz as well as to classical music.

Composing without hearing all the notes:  It is safe to say that, for all composers — and I am 
referring here to composers of classical or so-called “serious” music — the process is something 
like this: 

(1) Decide on type of piece to be written, and then on its structure;
(2) Hear the notes, either in your head, or as played on the piano or on the computer keyboard;
(3) Write down what you hear, or have the computer do it if the keyboard is connected the 

appropriate software;
It is relatively easy to write melodies this way.   But suppose, having composed a melody, you 

now want to write the harmony.  But not only do you not know the rules of harmony, you cannot 
play more than one note at a time on the instrument you have at your disposal.  Does this mean 
you should give up?  Not at all — if you know the kind of harmony you would like to write: in 
other words, if you have heard music in the past having that type of harmony, and you can get 
your hands on the score.  Because then you can simply copy the notes into your own score after 
making appropriate adjustments in key, placement in the measure, instrumentation, etc.  The com-
puter can, of course, make this process easy.

A music teacher who was teaching junior high school students a little about composition, in 
particular, about composition using the computer, told me, in the summer of 2002, that the only 
disadvantage of the new technology was that it enabled his students to compose far beyond their 
natural abilities and knowledge! 

“Instant Composer”, or, How to write a string quartet if you know next-to-nothing about writ-
ing music: 

(1) Decide on form, e.g., four movements, and on what, roughly, is to be expressed in each 
movement;

(2) Find a composer who is willing and able to translate your ideas into notes.  In other words, 
a composer who is willing and able to work with you somewhat as follows:

You begin by saying, “OK, the first movement is basically sad, melancholy, the opening notes 
should say, ‘Life is without promise or hope; it goes on and on like this,’ where the ‘like this’ is 
expressed by the succeeding music.  Maybe the opening notes might be something along the lines 
of —” Here you sing or whistle a few bars. “The movement just expands on this initial pessimistic 
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feeling, ‘giving more detail’ as to the kind of pessimism being expressed.  In other words, some-
thing like — ”  And you sing or whistle a few more bars.

Your composer associate plays the notes you have given him, maybe asks, “What next? Some-
thing like this?”  And you correct him, the two of you proceeding this way until you both agree 
you have an outline of the first movement.  

Now you may prefer to complete a similar outline of each of the other three movements, but in 
any case when you decide to work on the harmony he will play a few notes of harmony to your 
original theme.  You might reply, “No, no, too optimistic.  Make it darker. There, that’s better.”  
And so you proceed. 

If you have extensive experience listening to string quartet music, and if, of course, you know 
intuitively what feelings a piece of music, even just a few bars, expresses (though you may be 
completely incapable of putting your knowledge into words), then the above process can produce 
a string quartet — probably not anything that can lay claim to greatness, but a real string quartet 
nonetheless. 

In thinking about composing music, an activity that seems like a kind of miracle to those who 
are not good at reading music, we must remember to separate the music from its written represen-
tation.  I think music teachers would be pleasantly surprised at what students would tell them if 
the students were asked simply to imagine a piece of music in their minds.  “Don’t worry if you 
can write it down or not, much less play any of it.  Don’t even worry what instruments are 
involved.  Just try to hear something in your mind that you think would be kind of interesting if it 
could be actually performed.”

In this computer age, we can do even more than what was described in the previous para-
graphs.  Suppose that a representative sample of the works of each of the major composers — 
scores and recordings — were accessible on the computer, along with one of the music compos-
ing and editing programs that are now currently available.  Then, in effect, we would be able to 
“compose by ear alone” — we would be able to begin with a copy of a passage in a composer’s 
works, make modifications to it, and then incorporate the result in the score we are writing.  The 
modifications might be, e.g., telling the music editing program, “Change the melodic line in the 
following passage to be ...,  and then harmonize the result exactly as in the original.” (or “with the 
following modifications to the harmony...” ).  This does not seem wishful thinking, given that it is 
written several years after the introduction of CPU Bach, the remarkable program that, beginning 
with a subject (melody) supplied by the user, creates a fugue based on it that sounds remarkably 
like one that Bach himself might have written.

The phrase “play by ear” means that one is able to produce music on a musical instrument 
without knowing the names of the notes or the chords one is playing; “compose by ear” means 
that one is able to produce a score without knowing the notes in the score — to play the entire 
orchestra by ear, instead of just a single instrument. 

Worthwhile research project: do histograms of sequences of notes in baroque music, begin-
ning perhaps on a composer-by-composer basis, i.e., record the frequency of individual notes, 
then of two-note sequences, then of three-note sequences, etc.  
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Classical music is “seamless”, yet few works are produced at a single sitting.  There must 
have been times when the composer put the work down to go to the bathroom, or have lunch, or 
simply to lean back in his chair and blow a fart.  Will it someday be possible, say through detailed 
study of biographical information, plus computer analysis, to determine where the seams caused 
by these events actually occur in a work?

A composer friend replied to this question that, even though the phrase “writing music” may 
suggest a process similar to that of writing a letter, most musical compositions are not so much 
written as constructed (or, in the case of some of Mozart’s, simply copied from the score which 
God or his subconscious had given him).  Thus, it makes as little sense, in most cases, to speak of 
“seams” in music as it would be to speak of seams in the plans for a building.

Most of us have perfect pitch relative to color: upon being shown a color and told its name, we 
can then name that color, and shades of it, the next time we see it.  In fact, it is difficult for people 
who are not color-blind to imagine how someone could not  be able to do this.  Why is this faculty 
so rare when it comes to sound?  People who do not have perfect sound pitch can sometimes 
develop relative pitch, meaning that, if someone plays or whistles the starting note of a melody 
which they know, they can reproduce the rest of it (by whistling or singing or playing on an instru-
ment) starting with that note.  But, in the case of whistling or singing, they will be unable to name 
any of the notes, even though they may know how to play an instrument and read music.  A more 
advanced form of this ability is that of being able to reproduce, by whistling, any simple melody 
on first hearing, but, again, without being able to name any of the notes, even though the person is 
educated musically.

Are there people who possess only relative color perception?  If so, what is that like?

What governs a composer’s choice of the key in which to write a given work?  A melody 
sounds the same in every key, and similarly for a sequence of chords.  Why, e.g., did Beethoven 
write his Symphony No. 6 (The Pastoral) in F and not, say, in F-sharp or G or E or ...?

Many classical music lovers have probably observed that their memory for themes in fre-
quently-heard musical works is much better than their memory for the titles associated with these 
works.  (It is as though such people hungered only for the products, but had no memory for the 
brand names.)  If they hear the first few notes of one of these themes, they can sing or whistle sev-
eral subsequent measures, even though they cannot remember the title of the work.  This often 
seems to be the case, e.g., with Bach’s Brandenburg concertos and Beethoven’s symphonies and 
piano concertos, each of which the listener may have heard literally hundreds of times during his 
lifetime.  We may be inclined to attribute this phenomenon to an underdeveloped connection 
between the right and left halves of the brain, except that these same people often have little trou-
ble recognizing the titles of works they hear far less frequently, e.g., Resphigi’s The Pines of 
Rome, Saint-Saens’ Organ Symphony, Berlioz’ Symphonie Fantastique. 
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 If you listen to a recording of, say, the Brandenburg Concerto No. 1 with the stereo balance 
control improperly set, so that one of the horn parts is noticeably loud, you suddenly realize that 
music, too, is just another instance of men at work.  You hear the horn part as an individual part 
quite clearly — notes, then a pause (the player probably counting in his head, “one, two, three 
four, two, two, three, four...”), then more notes, the part working in very well with the whole, oh 
yes, no mistakes, I am doing my job, tah-tah-tah (two, three, four), tah-tah-tah.  You imagine his 
foot next to his chair leg, tapping, then still, then erratically tapping, then still.  He has been hired 
to play on this recording, he has practiced his part (when? afternoons? when neighbors were not 
home to complain? or did he go to a studio each day?), tah-tah-tah (turn the page).  He has a mort-
gage to pay off, a union card in his wallet, began playing at the age of seven, father an amateur 
violinist, mother a piano teacher, he a born musician, or rather, a born orchestra musician.  No 
mistakes, every note right, all the entrances right (foot tapping); he empties his spit valve quietly, 
shakes the saliva out, doesn’t blow it out, because this is a recording.  Will take the train home 
after work and play with the kids (...two, three, four...).

What every musician knows or  else should know: a difficult passage is simply an easy pas-
sage played fast.

The playing of any melody can be taught via a sequence of approximations in which, at each 
approximation, only the “next most important” notes are played.  Thus the student plays a 
sequence of gradually more difficult outlines or silhouettes of the melody, the last of which is the 
melody itself.  One benefit of such a method is that the student learns to appreciate structure, i.e., 
learns that not even in music is everything equally important.

Is practicing really necessary in the computer age?  Musicians spend countless hours each 
year in attempting to improve their technique at playing an instrument.  But this is manual labor!  
Machines can do manual labor.  What does a musician gain from practicing other than the 
increased ability to play music?  Suppose a pill were developed so that anyone who took it would 
instantly have the manual dexterity (though not necessarily the taste and artistic insight) of the 
best pianist of the age.  Would musicians be happy or sad?  Would they continue to believe that 
practicing deepens their understanding of music?  If practicing is the only way to achieve this, 
then why don’t composers spend most of their time practicing? 

Surely the time spent practicing were better spent programming precisely how the musician 
wanted the piece to be played.  And this programming has been possible ever since the invention 
of the player piano. Why this persistent homage to manual labor?  One answer is that the upper 
class (which is the main source of income for musicians) needs the grand social occasions that 
concerts afford.  And so much the better if the occasion includes the spectacle of a very difficult 
task being performed by people with great prestige.  The Marin County ladies thrill to the sight of 
the handsome young virtuoso.  But suppose it were revealed that all the performances of such a 
virtuoso had, in fact, been performed by a machine hidden inside the piano, and that his real art-
istry had been in his ability to seem to be creating the sounds himself.

It is important to distinguish between not making mistakes and playing music. I know a young 
cellist who  makes occasional mistakes in concert performances — plays out of tune on a few 
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notes, for example — but I am not particularly bothered by this, because she is clearly a musician 
in touch with the music at all times, and when she makes a mistake, I merely think to myself, the 
music failed to get through briefly, that’s all.  I know a pianist, on the other hand, who seems to 
feel that getting through an entire piece without making a single mistake is the whole point of the 
enterprise.  But it is not.  A machine can do that.

A dedicated musician might argue that only if the musician communicates directly, immedi-
ately, through physical contact with his instrument, can the essence of the music be communi-
cated.  But what about a composer who spends his time merely putting notes on paper (that is, 
writing a kind of computer program)?  Surely he feels he is communicating the essence of his 
music.

     Far better that musicians spend their time composing, even if only improvising, than in the 
mindless repetition of manual labor that is practicing.  Far better that we turn away from the 
relentless production of virtuosos, which is the main function of the music schools of our time, 
and instead begin promoting the outrageous idea that a performer who can’t create music of his 
own, is really only a kind of automaton, and will sooner or later be replaced by a machine. Why is 
it wrong to ask that every music student after, say, his fifth year of playing his instrument, be able 
to create a competent improvisation on any two notes that he or she is given?

Suggestion for composers’ competition: each year, a succession of three notes is given.  Con-
testants must create a short work, say, lasting less than 15 minutes, based on the three notes.

A conductor was rehearsing a work which he knew was written by a gifted son of the upper 
class, and furthermore was written to please that same audience, perhaps with confident anticipa-
tion of receiving one of the annual prizes which that class awards for “exceptional originality and 
excellence”, the work being just dissonant and dull enough so that its audience would know they 
were getting their money’s worth of high culture.  The conductor, knowing all this, and hating 
himself for conducting the work and for the fact that he would stand there afterward and receive 
the applause, said to his musicians, after asking them to repeat a certain passage, “OK, come on 
now, but this time make it smell.”

If ever there was a model of specialization, it is the symphony orchestra, in which each player 
is given instructions on what he or she is to play and how to play it, and nothing else.  Imagine a 
youngster standing behind the curtain and watching, say, his uncle, playing third violin just a few 
feet from him in an orchestra concert.  He sees the uncle raise his instrument, saw back and forth 
for awhile, then lower the instrument, all the while keeping his eye fixed on the pages in front of 
him and on the man way off in the distance who seems to be in charge.  Then he raises his instru-
ment again, saws back and forth just a little, then lowers it again.  Now he sits for a long time, 
doing nothing except reading and watching.  Then, suddenly — this time it seems the man in 
charge pointed at him — he raises his instrument, saws vigorously along with everyone else, then 
suddenly stops and does nothing again.
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“The orchestra ... mirrored certain features of the factory in its internal structure.  At first the 
symphony orchestra was leaderless, or the leadership was casually passed around among the play-
ers.  Later the players, exactly like workers in a factory or bureaucratic office, were divided into 
departments (instrumental sections), each contributing to the overall output (the music), each 
coordinated from above by a manager (the conductor)  or even, eventually, a straw boss farther 
down the management hierarchy (the first violinist or section head).  The institution sold its prod-
uct to a mass market — eventually adding phonograph records to its output.  The music factory 
had been born.” — Toffler, Alvin, The Third Wave, Bantam Books, N.Y., 1980, p. 32.

We have to ask if any interesting changes would take place in performances if every musician 
played from a copy of the complete score.  A minor advantage would be that this would eliminate 
the need for the tedious counting of measures of rest which is known so well to orchestra musi-
cians.  Is it simply a question of expense?  What about the expense of transcribing, and publish-
ing, all those individual parts?  How would the behavior of conductors change if every musician 
had before him or her the same notes as the conductor?

(The main objection to this idea that musicians have raised is the constant page turning that 
would be required.)
       What about projecting the score on a screen high above the orchestra, with a moving vertical 
bar to show what was being played at each moment?

Certainly by now someone should have done a serious study of the cause of coughing during 
classical music concerts  Observe, in yourself, when you don’t have a cold or a cough, how often 
you cough during the day.  Almost never!  Then why are people in concert halls suddenly afflicted 
with these excesses of phlegm?  Nervousness?  Hardly.  I think the reason is that suddenly this  
group of overachievers finds itself in circumstances where none of their skills at making and 
keeping money, not to mention demonstrating their prestige, are of the slightest interest to anyone.  
All eyes and ears are on a group of people whose only ability lies in making  certain kinds of 
sound.  Well, thinks the overachiever (without actually putting it into words for himself), I too can 
make a certain kind of sound.  Just wait till the next pause in the music.  There.  Did you hear 
that?  That’s me.  I am here too.

Classical music.  (Or, as many students will agree, calculus music.)

 I once played a piece of classical music for a woman who never listened to this type of music.  
Her immediate response was: “Rich people’s music!”  We may dismiss this as simply a matter of 
association, or we may start recalling our own responses to various types of music and ask if each 
type does not indeed carry its own particular morality — classical with its call to great accom-
plishment, to the life of the mind and the finest things (religious or of the upper class); jazz and 
blues with their call to sex and making trouble for the Establishment; folk with its call to remem-
bering, rock ‘n’ roll and country-western with their call to the life of the loser. 

The two reasons that adults invariably give for why they hate the music of teenagers is its 
sound and its “immorality”.  Asked to explain what they mean by the latter term, they will often 
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reply with words to the effect that it promotes “rebelliousness”.  But at least in middle- and upper- 
class achievement-oriented homes, the adults know this is not an undesirable trait in itself: all of 
the world’s great thinkers, and many of its most successful businessmen, were rebellious.   What 
these adults really fear is the call to the loser’s life which is present in this music.

When we are young and read in Plato’s Republic that music was censored by the Guardians so 
that it wouldn’t corrupt the souls of the young, we smile at such moral prudery, since it is perfectly 
obvious that one can always think and decide about things even when music is playing.  But when 
we realize that many of the poor live in their  music, and that this music is nothing less than day-
in day-out propaganda for the loser’s life, for being perennially a victim of the powerful, with no 
resources except anger and self-pity, then we begin to think that Plato was right after all.

If you have any doubts about the moral force of music, try to imagine, say, a gang of bank rob-
bers driving to their next job with Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue playing on the car radio.

It is questionable whether classical is, in fact, rich people’s music.  In many years of walking 
through wealthy neighborhoods, I have heard classical played only two or three times.  Usually no 
music at all can be heard (even though windows are open) or else it is the blandest form of pop or, 
once in a while, the latest straight-from-the-assembly-line rock ’n’ roll.

I suspect that, in most upper class homes where classical music is played at all, it is merely a 
form of decoration.  This has certainly been true of the upper class homes I have spent any  time 
in.  On the other hand, for some of us, there are classical pieces which always seem to carry with 
them a question, namely, “What kind of a house would go with this music?”

Why is it that so few women have a deep appreciation of classical music?  In my lifetime, I 
have known perhaps three women who would listen to classical music when there was no one to 
observe them doing so.  The rest could only love the music in concerts, where they could be seen 
enjoying this highly prestigious art form among other members of the upper class.  This was true 
even of women who at one time or another had studied a musical instrument.  I once had a rela-
tionship with a Marin County woman who had classical music playing in all rooms of her house, 
including her bedroom, 24 hours a day.  Yet the only time I ever heard her exclaim over a piece of 
music, or even notice a piece of music, was during a San Francisco Symphony concert.  Such 
women — not terribly bright, certainly not deep, but very well off —  are apparently the main 
audience for the Bay Area’s last remaining classical music station, the unforgivably bland and 
mediocre KDFC.   Hence the programming — call it “Marin classical” (or “Yuppie Muzak”): Viv-
aldi’s The Four Seasons, the Bach Brandenburg Concertos, Handel’s Water Music Suite,  lots of 
Mozart, especially Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, a little Beethoven, a fair amount of Schubert, Smet-
ana’s The Moldau, Shostakovitch’s movie music, Prokofiev’s two works: the Lieutentant Kije 
Suite and the Overture to Romeo and Juliet...

 For the vast majority of educated women, music is an accomplishment, an adornment, like 
good manners.  But no one seeks nourishment for the soul in good manners.
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A cause for profound despair is the appalling ignorance of, and indifference to, classical music 
among college students, even at the best universities.  Try as I may, I cannot suppress the convic-
tion that people who do not enjoy good music are only half human.

Unquestionably, certain music (and books) can only be enjoyed at a certain age.  Chamber 
music, for example, is old people’s music.  It is for a time of life when one begins thinking about 
country houses and grandchildren. It should be composed as solace, companionship, for an old 
person reading by the fire on a cold rainy day in a little cottage in the country.  Who can seriously 
imagine a teenager who is not studying a musical instrument, becoming excited over a string 
quartet?  Similarly, Montaigne and  Proust are old people’s authors.  No young person should be 
forced to read them, and no old person should go through old age without reserving some of his 
leisure for them. They are books meant to be read by people who have earned the right to be able 
to take their time in reading a book.

Music can make a place seem bigger than it is: a traveler to England once told me that he was 
amazed at how small the country seemed; then he realized that the reason was that his conception 
of its size came almost entirely from the music of Handel.  (Similarly, if we learn about a country 
solely from books, when we first visit it the country seems a pale representation of what we had 
imagined.)

Probably the single most bizarre difference between the 20th and 21st centuries, and previous 
centuries, as far as classical music is concerned, is in the fact that it was and is routine for a music 
lover in these last two centuries to hear recordings of a given piece of music many dozens — 
many hundreds —  of times over the course of his or her lifetime.  In earlier centuries, apart from 
music heard played regularly on the piano and perhaps on a few stringed instruments at home, 
classical music was heard only in concerts.  No more than a few a year for a non-musician.  So to 
talk about a piece of symphonic music meant talking about it from the memory of a performance.  
An astounding difference from the present day.

Two questions for musicologists: (1) Did Western harmony arise from the echos in the cathe-
drals? (2) How would Western harmony be different if people had a different number of fingers 
than ten?  (See essay by Charles Ives.)

Project for sociologists: verify or prove false: a driver pulled over for speeding who has classi-
cal music playing on his car radio has significantly less chance of actually getting a ticket, than 
one who has rock music playing.

Why is it that the music of the 1700’s is so appealing to the modern upper class that in any 
large city or metropolitan area, there are at least one or two radio stations playing it virtually 
round the clock, yet the poetry of the same period has no appeal whatsoever to this same class?
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The function that epic poetry served in ancient times, namely, that of keeping alive the leg-
ends of the culture, is carried on in modern times not by poetry but by classical music.

We should listen to classical music in the presence of the smells in which it was originally 
written and played: horse-manure, straw, wood-smoke...  

Why is it that classical music stations in the same listener area never play the same piece at the 
same time, especially considering the small repertoire of classics out of which these stations con-
struct their daily programs?  The programming manager of one station told me that the stations 
make no deliberate attempt to avoid this; it just seems to work out that way.  He said he could 
recall only two occasions in his career, which spanned several decades, when he did in fact hear 
the same piece being played simultaneously on two different stations.

What would happen to a person who voluntarily listened to the same piece of classical music 
over and over, day and night, in an otherwise soundproof room?  If this experience eventually 
brought on a kind of insanity, what kind would it be?  

Repeated listenings to the same pieces of classical music make us wish that modern conduc-
tors weren’t so determined always to play the piece the way the composer intended.  Think of all 
the different possible orchestrations there are for any work you admire: think of the work  played 
on nothing but tubas, piccolos, and snare drums.  And we need not limit ourselves to the recog-
nized instruments of the orchestra: we can introduce sounds from everyday life. 

 The best observation on music and mathematics I ever heard: “Mathematics is music for the 
mind, music is mathematics for the soul.”

But this applies primarily to the music of Bach.  I guarantee you that the person who first 
made the observation was not thinking of rock n roll or rap or salsa or any of the other losers’ 
music that floods the airwaves and the music stores.  Yet the nature of these popular musical 
forms is no less mathematical, in the sense of being based on rules governing chord progressions 
and harmony, than is the music of Bach and, indeed, all great classical music.  

No, the observation almost certainly arose from a much more emotional source (whether or 
not the originator was aware of it) than the mathematical nature of the two disciplines, namely,  
from the fact that the feelings we often have when we listen to the music of Bach and the feelings 
we often have when we are studying mathematics (outside the classroom, or at least free of the 
intimidation and fear and self-contempt which the classroom seeks to instill in us) — that these 
two sets of feelings are similar.  They both call us to the highest things, to the best our culture has 
to offer — to the immortal. 
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Music is to all the arts as mathematics is to all the intellectual disciplines.

It is frequently remarked that mathematicians tend to be gifted musically, e.g., play a musical 
instrument or have an unusually deep appreciation for music.  But music here invariably means 
classical music.  The inference is then made that this proves that classical music is somehow 
mathematical, and that mathematics is somehow like classical music.  I prefer a less exalted 
explanation, namely, that classical music expresses the same kind of melancholy that many a 
mathematician experiences throughout his life: the yearning after the unachievable, the days, 
months, years of almost continual frustration and failure in attempting to solve difficult problems, 
the constant sense of failing powers, the dreadful childhood that drove him into this lonely, aus-
tere pursuit.  The music is a consolation, and has nothing to do with numbers.

What is the equivalent, in mathematics, of playing by ear in music?

Just as we speak of applied mathematics, so may we speak of applied music, e.g., program 
music, marches, etc.

A kind of numerical “fugue”, or, rather, series of numerical fugues:

     0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11 12 13 14 15 16 1718 ...

     0          1          2          3               4             5            6 ...

     0                      1                           2 ... 
     ...

Each row contains all the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., only they become successively farther apart: 
specifically, a multiple of three farther apart in each succeeding row.  (The fugue “melody” (0, 1, 
2, 3, ...) becomes “slower and slower” without ever stopping.)

Has the fugue concept in music ever been studied from a mathematical point of view?  The 
computer makes such a study far more interesting than it might have been in the past.  We can 
begin by talking about the set of all possible fugues, subject to some limitation in the number of 
notes per measure, and the range of pitches.  Do we have any idea of what we are likely to find in 
the set of all possible fugues?  

A fugue possesses a kind of self-symmetry: when the fugue melody is shifted some number of 
measures to the right, it harmonizes with the portion of the original fugue melody beginning at 
that point.  And when the fugue melody is shifted some number of measures to the right of that 
point, it harmonizes with the previous two parts.  And so forth.  Now for sufficiently trivial melo-
dies, this is not an interesting phenomenon.  But it definitely is an interesting phenomenon as the 
melodies grow more and more complex
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In the fifties, there was occasional talk of bringing jazz into the concert hall, but a far more 
interesting idea is that of bringing classical music into the nightclub.  A first-rate jazz club like 
Yoshi's in Oakland, Calif., in which only non-alcoholic drinks are served  — although there is an 
excellent Japanese restaurant on the premises which serves saki and a variety of beers — is ide-
ally suited for performances by solo instruments, as well as by duets, trios, ..., up to octets at the 
least.  Classical music, like drama, always flourishes when access to live performances is made as 
easy as possible.     

What does classical music mean?  What does it express?  Our problem so far has been that we 
have wanted too grandiose an answer to this question.  The truth is that classical music expresses 
the odd things, the  peripheral things in life — what no one pays much attention to except in the 
doing.  That is why people always say that the answer to the question is “elusive”.  For example,  
classical music may express the opening and closing of a door, over and over again, by a kid.  Or 
the leisurely, absent-minded scratching of one’s behind.  Or ants running up and down a tree.  Or 
a room that has just been left empty by a lot of kids and adults who have gone outside to play.  Or 
someone picking their nose.  Or a hedge near a curb on a beautiful shaded street.  Or someone 
standing against the mast of a sailboat as the boat races through the waves on a windy, sunny day.  
Or a stomach growling.  

I want to hug
Monica Huggett1

Atonal Music
Anyone can find reasons to justify his dislike of a work, or school, of art.  In the case of atonal 

music, we have all heard these reasons: “It has no melody”, “It’s just random”, “It doesn’t express 
any emotion”, “It’s unimportant — just a footnote to 20th century music” , etc.  But these reasons 
are not fundamentally interesting.  My purpose here is instead to record some thoughts ((1) - (5), 
below) that have occurred to me along the way of trying to understand atonal, and, in particular, 
twelve-tone music. Some further observations follow these thoughts.

 A few preliminary remarks:
 First, it is absolutely essential that we hear the music performed by someone who knows what 

they are doing.  I wasted years trying to understand Schoenberg’s piano music by listening to 
Glenn Gould’s performance of it (Arnold Schoenberg: The Complete Music for Solo Piano, 
Columbia LP MS 7098), a performance that is essentially an attempt to play Schoenberg without 
feeling.  (Gould may yet turn out to be the most overrated pianist of his time.  We keep forgetting 
that eccentricity and virtuosity do not necessarily imply genius.2 )  To hear the job done right, we 
need to listen to someone like Maurizio Pollini (Schoenberg: The Piano Music, Deutsche Gram-
maphon, 423-249-2).

1. English conductor and violinist
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Second, it is a disgrace that no CD is currently available that provides an introduction to 
atonal and, in particular, to twelve-tone music. (For that matter, it is a disgrace that no set of CDs 
is available that provides a detailed history of classical music, with explanations and auditory 
demonstrations of the various forms — in other words, a set of CDs that is the auditory version of 
any good printed history of Western music.)  Books such as Webern’s The Path to the New Music 
are available, and at least one CD of Schoenberg’s works includes extensive notes and partial 
scores showing principal themes (Second Viennese School: Schoenberg, Berg, Webern (four 
disks), LaSalle Quartet, Deutsche Grammaphon 419-994-2), but very few classical music lovers 
can readily hear, in their mind’s ear, the music in a score they have before them, and for these, an 
introductory CD would be invaluable — an introduction ala Leonard Bernstein, with the themes 
played, and the signficant developments, retrogrades, inversions, cancrizans, explained and 
played  also, so that the listener would have no need to decipher a score.

Third, in these academic-ridden times, we must remember that in attempting to understand a 
work of art, anything goes, including the most outrageous disregard of the composer’s conception 
of his work. It is all right to “cheat”, i.e., to use means that the composer  might have disapproved 
of (see, e.g., (1) and (5) below).  Included in the category of cheating is the use of envy as a moti-
vating factor.  Think: some people understand this music, you don’t!  They have something you  
do not!  But why should you be kept out?

Ways to Understand Atonal Music
Here are a few ways I have found helpful in understanding atonal and, in particular, twelve-

tone music.  Elaboration of each way follows.
(1) Ask yourself: what kind of a film would this be appropriate background music for?  What 

would be taking place, and where, and who would the characters be?  (Thus atonal music might 
be described as background music for films that have yet to be made.)  Apart from any film, what 
associations does this music call up in my mind?

(2) Ask yourself, how would I have to feel to want to compose music like this?  In other 
words, why did the composers go through all the trouble in the first place?

(3) “Find an opening”: find a phrase, a passage, no matter how short, which makes you say, 
“This is interesting!”, “This means something to me!”, “This moves me,”  “This is beautiful!”  
Then widen the opening by finding other similar phrases and passages. 

(4) Memorize a little of the “geography” of the music: the name of the piece, the date of its 
composition, and for each phrase you feel you understand, the number of the movement.  Read as 
much about the structure, in the accompanying notes, as you can before excessive yawning sets 
in.

(5) Learn to love the dryness, the abstractness, for its own sake.

2. Gould once described Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue as “an abomination”.  What is an abomina-
tion is not this great work, but Gould’s performance of it — as the reader can determine for him- or herself, 
on The Glenn Gould Edition, Sony Classical.  There is certainly a place for the mechanical thumping that 
once brought Gould world fame as the great new interpreter of Bach : for example, consider the Fugue, 
BWV 951, on the same CD.  But he was apparently incapable of recognizing the sublime beauty of  the 
Fugue part of the Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, which may be the reason why he only recorded the Fan-
tasy.  To experience this work as it was meant to be performed, the reader must listen to Alfred Brendel on 
Bach: Alfred Brendel, Philips 415 252-2.
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(1) Ask yourself, “What kind of a film would this be appropriate background music for?...”
 In the days when non-representational painting was first gaining public attention, it was often 

argued that this type of painting could not be art because art requires that the audience be familiar 
with the symbols which the artist uses.  The same argument was used against atonal music, where 
it was asserted that the audience must be familiar with, i.e., have past experience with, the harmo-
nies and types of melody which the composer uses, otherwise his music will be “meaningless”.   
Thus, it was said, atonal music (including here atonal electronic music) will always have at best 
only a marginal audience.  But if nowhere else, atonal music lives in film and video background 
music, e.g., for science-fiction films, and this will be the means by which it eventually gains an 
audience for itself as music, since over a period of, say, fifty or a hundred years, this audience will 
come to associate various types of phrases (“patches of sound”) with definite types of emotion, 
namely, those that occurred on the screen.

How does Webern’s Six Pieces for Orchestra, op. 6, or his Symphony, op. 21, differ from the 
background music for any one of a number of films about troubled souls?   Is there any literary 
person who couldn’t supply a dozen story plots, or at least scenes, to accompany this music?
(Some atonal works are more appropriately called  “movie background music” than others: cer-
tainly György Ligeti’s  Atmosphères and Lontano belong in this category, as Ligeti found out to 
his intense annoyance when Stanley Kubrik co-opted the former in 1968 for his film 2001.  Or 
consider Lars Johan Werle’s background music for Bergman’s Persona.  Without the film, many 
listeners would  describe it as too abstract , too nearly atonal; with the film it is “understandable”.) 

We can also turn the whole matter around, and start to use atonal music as background music 
in our own lives, e.g., when we are working.  Anything goes.  (Try to imagine a house in which 
atonal music was playing on the stereo throughout the day.  What would the interior of the house 
look like?  What would be the personalities of the occupants? )

A good guideline for listening to atonal music might be: “Don’t listen to the notes: listen to 
what the notes say.”

On the other hand:
(There are knowledgeable musicians and composers who, I am sure, would be appalled by 

this background music idea.  “Music is not meant to be an illustration of events, and there is the 
danger that a score could be heard as movie music without the movie.” — Adolphe, Bruce, Of 
Mozart, Parrots and Cherry Blossoms in the Wind, Limelight Editions, N.Y., 1999, pp. 42-43. )

   A question related to that concerning films is, “What does this music make me think of?”, 
“What scenes (apart from those in films) does it bring to mind?” We can convert Schoenberg’s 
twelve-tone piano music into lush romanticism — we can imagine a house in the French country-
side, the family away on a Sunday trip, we there alone, thinking of black-and-white French films 
and the cobblestones in the rainy streets of the nearby village;  we can feel the damp air in the 
house, watch the raindrops dribbling down the French doors, watch the small fire in the fireplace.  
We can imagine that there are rumors of war, that solitary intellectuals in wool sit in coffee shops, 
thinking about socialism, oatmeal, wool.  Somewhere, slick 1920’s women are making up to Le 
Corbusier, attracted to him by their inability to understand his work and by his ugliness.  Smell of 
wine and  Egyptian cigarets in small restaurants, a woman saying, “What shall we do next?”; 
news in the paper of a suicide in a prominent local family.  The acid taste of loneliness.  Image of 
a red glass ball.

Looking ahead, the thought might occur to us that the more that classical music advances, the 
closer it comes to being sound effects. 
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In passing, let me say that the use of mental associations to appreciate a work of art can, and 
should, also be applied to wine tasting.  We are not required to limit ourselves to the wine-maker’s 
parameters — dryness, sweetness (sugar), oak, tannin, fruit, length in the palate, corners...  We 
can instead ask ourselves, “What images does this wine call to my mind?”  And our answers may 
be, e.g., “A country path next to a stone wall in the French countryside.  Fall day, cold, misty.  
Thick brown grass beyond the wall, smelling like wet straw.  A bird flickering by once in a while.  
A small cottage a few yards off the path, almost hidden in bushes and trees.  A fire in the fireplace 
there.  Someone preparing something.  Lichens on the stones in the wall.  A person with a head-
ache standing on the path.  A brief smell of manure in the cold air.  The wine tastes like the old 
stones in the foundation of the cottage.”

Once we have the emotion, we begin to notice how the music goes, its structure.  “Look how 
this succession of notes is repeated here...”  The emotion makes the music understandable, makes 
it make sense.

We must not overlook the use of the tactile in order to understand this music.  We can ask, 
“What does this music feel like?” referring here to feeling in the tips of our fingers.  The first 
movement of one of Carter’s string quartets may suggest a rough stone surface, say, of a stone 
wall, in a New England countryside on a cloudy cold fall day, on the day after you have been 
rejected by someone whose love you were ardently pursuing. In addition, you have a bad cold.

(2)  Ask yourself,  “How would I have to feel to want to compose music like that?...”
Our business is to find out why the composer went through all the trouble in the first place.   It 

was not to exercise certain abstract rules for composition.  No one composes music (or writes 
novels or poetry) out of grammarian impulses. All music has its source in feeling (a radical asser-
tion, I realize, but one that I have found no evidence to contradict).  “Rules” and “laws” of music 
are simply means of reproducing more of the same kind of music.  

“There is no theory.  You merely have to listen. Pleasure is the law.” — Debussy, quoted in 
Adolphe, Bruce, Of Mozart, Parrots and Cherry Blossoms, Limelight Editions, N.Y., p. 98. 
“Robert Craft: What is theory in musical composition?
  Igor Stravinsky: Hindsight.  It doesn’t exist. There are compositions from which it is 
deduced.  Or, if that isn’t quite true, it has a by-product existence that is powerless to create or 
even to justify.  Nevertheless, composition involves a deep intuition of ‘theory’.” — Stravin-
sky, Igor, and Craft, Robert, Conversations with Igor Stravinsky, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
Garden City, N.Y., 1959, pp. 12-13. 
To put the matter another way: the question is not, What are the rules governing a particular 

type of composition?  The question is, What is the criterion for choosing the next rule to apply at 
each stage of the composing process?  Is it esthetic?  Is it in any way based on sound?  Does it 
have anything to do with the overall feeling, mood, “space”, that the composition is setting forth?  
The answers to these questions determine the real nature of the rules.

So, let us ask what was going on in the world in the period — say, 1900-1925 — when the 
twelve-tone system was being developed.  And not merely “the world”  but Austria and Germany 
in particular.  Answer: this was a period in which most persons of intelligence and artistic sensi-
tivity felt that the old values were dead and that there was nothing to replace them.  Nietzsche had 
proclaimed the death of God, psychoanalysis was proclaiming the death of the rule of reason in 
the human mind, political events were proclaiming the death of monarchy (and, in Germany, of 
democracy), or at least the death of the belief that the old systems were viable forms of govern-
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ment for the future, and after the first World War, writers were starting to proclaim (and express) 
the death of meaning in human life.    It was a terrible time for all but physicists and mathemati-
cians, for whom it was an exciting time indeed, and it soon became obvious to all those on the 
artistic and humanities side that, if you were going to be important, then you had to have a theory 
(an assumption that lives on to this day in the posturings of literary theory, feminist theory, Marx-
ist theory, post-deconstructionist theory, all promulgated by people who haven’t the vaguest idea 
of what a scientific or mathematical theory is).  It was a time of universal physics envy.

“Schoenberg and his pupil Alban Berg are the chief representatives in music of a movement 
called expressionism...The subject matter of expressionism is man as he exists in the modern 
world and is described by twentieth-century psychology: isolated, helpless in the grip of forces he 
does not understand, prey to inner conflict, tension, anxiety, fear, and all the elemental irrational 
drives of the subconscious, and in irritated rebellion against established order and accepted 
forms.” — Grout, Donald Jay, A History of Western Music, W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., N.Y., 1973, 
p. 706.

How do you express living in a world in which there are no values (meaning: nothing to 
depend on, nothing that is beyond question)?  Answer: by throwing out rules in your art which no 
one ever thought of throwing out before: in painting, throw out the rule that a painting has to be a 
picture of something (beginning of non-representational painting); in poetry, throw out the rule 
that lines must have a regular meter and that they must rhyme (beginning of free verse); in the 
novel, throw out the rule that a novel must be a narrative, presented in grammatical sentences, 
with a plot (beginning of stream-of-consciousness style); in music, throw out the rule that a piece 
of music must be in a certain key, i.e., must be tonal (beginning of twelve-tone system).  So, it is 
entirely possible that Schoenberg invented atonal music because it is music that gets rid of all 
“hope”, whereas tonal music, no matter how somber, by its very nature always has “hope” (the 
consolation of tonality).  Atonal music is music without consolation, and thus exactly expresses 
the hopelessness and despair that so many people felt in the 20th century.  No other music does 
this. 

 “All three works [Three Piano Pieces, op. 11] show Schoenberg struggling to break free from 
the functions and hierarchies of the tonal system and the extended, balanced  forms it implied, and 
seeking an inner language, where all certainty is lost and the ego enters into crisis.” — Paolo 
Petazzi, Schoenberg: The Piano Music, Maurizio Pollini, Deutsche Grammaphon, 423-249-2.   

But “all certainty is lost and the ego enters a crisis” can apply to a composer’s personal life as 
well.

“Theodor W. Adorno, the late German philosopher, sociologist and composition student of 
Alban Berg, has written that [Schoenberg’s partly atonal] Quartet No. 2 was ‘an echo of a crisis in 
personal life whose sorrow, hardly ever mastered, brought to Schoenberg’s work its full creative 
weight.’

“The crisis is not revealed by any of Schoenberg’s biographers.  Its genesis took place in 1906, 
when Zemlinsky introduced Schoenberg to Richard Gerstl, a painter nine years younger than 
Schoenberg and a man so withdrawn that he did not sign the front of his paintings, nor did he ever 
exhibit.  Alma Mahler has said that although she knew Gerstl well, she never saw anything of his 
work.  Gerstl lived with the Schoenberg family during the summers of 1907 and 1908; under his 
guidance, Schoenberg began to paint.

“Gerstl began a love affair with Mathilde Schoenberg and revealed the pain of the ensuing 
relationship in a number of wild, Kokoschka-like works.  Paintings of Arnold, Mathilde, and the 
couple with their children were followed by a naked self-portrait and finally by a portrayal of his 
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face in a grotesque state of laughter.  This was Gerstl’s last work, clearly the painting of a deeply 
disturbed man.  In the fall of 1908, Mathilde left her husband to live with her lover.  Several days 
later, Gerstl gathered his paintings together in a pile on the floor, set his studio on fire, plunged a 
kitchen knife into his heart, and hanged himself over the burning debris.  (Gerstl’s family sal-
vaged fifteen paintings and stored them in a cellar in Vienna where they were discovered in 1931.)

“Gerstl’s tortured relationship with Schoenberg, whom he adored, was similar to Schoen-
berg’s relationship with Mahler and consistent with the cult of suffering implicit in the Romantic 
agony that had been cultivated by Byron, Berlioz, and Wagner’s Tristan.  Coincident with the 
Gerstl affair, Mahler left Vienna for New York.  It was during this highly traumatic time that 
Schoenberg tentatively entered the atonal world with the last movement of his Second Quartet.” 
— Peyser, Joan, 20th Century Music, Schirmer Books, N.Y., 1971, pp. 23, 25. (italics mine)

If we still have doubts that Schoenberg wrote music from the basis of feeling, I need only 
quote a few lines from “The Programme of String Quartet No. 1, Op. 7”, as recorded in the com-
poser’s “Sketchbook No. 1, March 1904-1905”:

“I. 1. a) rebellion, defiance; b) longing; c) enthusiasm.
   2. a) feeling of oppression, despair; fear of being engulphed, unaccustomed feelings of
           love[,] desire to be completely subsumed in.
       b) consolation, soothing (she and he).
       c) recrudescent; feeling of opression[,] despair...  — “Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, The 

String Quartets: A Documentary Study”, edited by Ursula v. Rauchhaupt, accompanying the 4-
CD set Second Viennese School: Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, LaSalle Quartet, Deutsche Gramma-
phon 419-994-2.

Yet another example is Berg’s twelve-tone work,  Lyric Suite: 
“...it was, in fact, a woman to whom the Lyric Suite was addressed, namely to Franz Werfel’s 

sister, Hanna Fuchs-Robertin, with whom, in the 1920s, Berg had a secret love affair...but it was 
not until 1976 that [the work’s] detailed program came to light, when Berg’s hand-written notes 
for Hanna Fuchs were discovered in a copy of the first edition of the score.  From these it is clear 
that the six movements of this highly expressive twelve-tone work chart the course of this 
affair...” — Sandberger, Wolfgang, “The String Quartet as the Expression of a Composer’s Inner-
most Thoughts”, liner notes for Intimate Letters, Juilliard String Quartet, Sony Classical, SK 66 
840. 

So we have some reason to believe that twelve-tone music, too, is not the exercise in an 
abstract grammar that its founder, and his students,  at times seemed to want us to believe it was.  
(Schoenberg was, after all, a professor, and therefore couldn’t risk speaking in plain terms even if 
he had wanted to — plain terms such as: “The only way I could express what I was feeling was by 
going to this new kind of music, and what enabled me to get a handle on it, and make more of it, 
was the system of rules I have come up with.”)

Of course, the leaders of a new movement in the arts have the right to couch their ideas in any 
terms they wish, including the most abstract and intimidating, and in a time when only those indi-
viduals and groups that had a theory seemed to have any value, it is perfectly understandable that 
the early practitioners of the twelve-tone method  should attempt to gain followers by arguing for 
their  theory.  But let us be clear on this: grammar does not explain.  We do not learn why Ham-
let’s soliloquy is so powerful by being told that “ ‘To be or not to be’ is an infinitive followed by a 
disjunctive conjunction followed by a negative followed by the same infinitive repeated.” We 
understand and love the music of Bach without knowing much if anything of its structural com-
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plexities. What we might call the Structural Fallacy can be expressed as: “It has this form, there-
fore this form must be the source of its power”. 

But we must keep in mind that composers are in the business of applying rules in order to 
express what they want to express, and so it is natural that when they attempt to explain, or teach, 
a form of music, they begin with the rules, as, e.g., Webern does in  The Path to the New Music, a 
series of lectures given at a residence in Germany in early 1932, 1933.  It is much easier, and fur-
thermore one can be more precise, in talking about the rules.  But the rules teach us next to noth-
ing about the semantics, just as the diagramming of sentences teaches us next to nothing about the 
meaning of a novel.

If you are still inclined to say that the rules come first, that we must “obey” the laws of music, 
then you must explain why just these rules and just these laws, when there are in fact an infinite 
number of possible rules and sets of rules governing music.  What distinguishes good rules from 
bad?  Can you give an example of each kind of rule?  

 The rules and laws of music are simply a means of creating more of the same kind of music.  
The reason that just these were evolved and have remained popular has to do with the evolution of 
certain types of feeling (in the broadest, highest, sense) in the culture.  

Revolutionary composers are, in a sense, hampered by their  zeal, by their knowledge that 
they are doing something that no one has ever  done before.  It is very easy for them to confuse the 
excitement of the enterprise with the excitement of the product of the enterprise.  Similarly, it is 
easy for them to be deceived by what might be called the Extrapolative Fallacy: the assumption 
that because a certain quality in music, e.g., passages that are effectively without a key, is more 
and more prevalent, that this implies that soon all of music will have this quality. 

Counterargument to (2) “Ask yourself...”
“It is sometimes thought that if one can first recognize the emotion or the sentiment repre-

sented by the music, then one can end up understanding the music.  This is a serious misapprehen-
sion... Only when one understands how the music works (that is, consciously or unconsciously, 
feels at ease with the music) can one perceive the emotion...

“How does one understand a new style?  Not by studying music theory, but the way children 
learn language, by listening to their parents and siblings.  Unlike language, music cannot convey 
information (like ‘meet me tomorrow for lunch’), so we have only to learn how the sounds are 
ordered, and not an elaborate vocabulary.  We listen until the ordering becomes familiar, and we 
absorb the style and learn what to expect.”1

(3) Find an opening
 For me, the ice was first broken as far as Schoenberg is concerned by the opening measures of 

the first movement of the Piano Concerto as played by Emanuel Ax, and then by Maurizio Pol-
lini’s playing of the sixth of the Six Little Piano Pieces, op. 19  (Schoenberg: The Piano Music, 
Maurizio Pollini, Deutsche Grammaphon, 423-249-2), a piece that is only one minute, eight sec-
onds in length! Later, The Three Pieces for Chamber Orchestra seemed to me, even on first listen-
ing, a remarkably intriguing, haunting work, despite its brevity (the first piece is 55 seconds, the 
second 36 seconds, the third 45 seconds!) 

1. Rosen, Charles, “Happy Birthday, Elliott Carter!”, The New York Review of Books, Mar. 12, 2009, p. 31.
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(4) Memorize a little of the geography
One of the main difficulties with understanding twelve-tone music is that it is so difficult to 

hear the rows.  Yet only once have I seen text accompanying a CD or LP that presented these 
rows, so that persons who can follow a score when they are listening to the music, can get an idea 
of the recurrence of the variations on the row.  (In passing, let me ask: Why isn’t the same done in 
the program notes for ordinary concerts?  Why aren’t scores sold at the concerts?  To those who 
reply they want no part of an art form that requires an instruction manual to understand it, I say, 
what about the efforts that art museums make to provide their patrons with just such “manual”s?)

Keep in mind that we can always see an abstract painting in its entirety, and thus get some idea 
of its structure.  We can see, e.g., the “rhythms” in a Jackson Pollock painting.  Not so in abstract 
or any other music.  Or in a book, for that matter.  Imagine trying to understand an abstract paint-
ing if you could only see one square inch of it at a time.

“Learning the geography” also includes memorizing a few phrases so that you can whistle or 
sing them (“sing along with Schoenberg”).  Why shouldn’t you hum an atonal tune as you work?  
Is it possible that the main reason why audiences feel so uncomfortable in listening to a perfor-
mance of the music, and in applauding afterward — is that they have no shared experience in 
singing, or whistling, or humming, or playing this music?  Is it possible that a concert perfor-
mance of tonal music is equivalent to a “retelling of the old legends”, whereas this is not the case 
for atonal music simply because the “legends” are all new?

(5) Learn to love the dryness
(5) Atonal music is music which is not tonal, and many of us, if we are honest, will admit that, 

even after years of effort, when we listen to this music we are sometimes like the health-conscious 
person who each morning tries to enjoy yet another breakfast of no butter and no bacon and no 
eggs — we try to enjoy, not the music, but what it is not.

Maybe we can turn the learning process on itself: “Oh, yes, this is the part that depressed me 
so often.  And now, just listen to it!  Perfectly understandable. What uplifting music it is!”   

Report of Success in Applying the Five Ways
In the winter of 2002/2003, I finally made a breakthrough in my years-long attempt to under-

stand atonal music.  The occasion was Webern’s Variations for Piano, op. 27, as performed by 
Maurizio Pollini 1.  I felt that I could follow the initial tone row, and at least a few of the varia-
tions, even though I didn’t have the score before me.  (The row, however, seems to consist of 
merely eight notes, not the twelve required by Schoenberg’s rule.  It is immediately followed by 
the row played backwards (“crab canon”).)  But far more important was the last chord of the 
piece.  With that single, barely audible major-sounding chord, which follows a series of repeated, 
quiet, low notes, the light dawned: I felt immediately that that chord rendered undeniable 
Webern’s reputation as one of the great composers of the 20th century, and I suddenly felt that I 
had gained a fundamental insight into his music.  Fortunately, I was able to obtain a copy of the 
complete webern, a six-CD Deutsche Grammaphon set produced by one of Webern’s greatest 
admirers, namely, Pierre Boulez — an absolutely essential set of recordings for anyone who 

1. maurizio pollini edition, schoenberg: the solo piano music, Deutsche Grammaphon Stereo 471-361-2
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wants to understand Webern’s music.  This set includes Webern’s vocal music, and on hearing 
some of these pieces, I felt that I — at some level at least — understood this composer.

It is important that I emphasize, for those struggling to understand atonal music, that the 
breakthrough, and my subsequent growing love for Webern’s music, did not come about as a 
result of understanding the music “intellectually”, meaning, through study of the scores — study 
of the structure of the music and the techniques the composer uses, his adherence to or breaking of 
Schoenberg’s rules, etc.1  The breakthrough was definitely based on an emotional response to the 
music, and that kind of response is the basis for my continuing pleasure in this composer’s music.

Let me mention also that following the initial listenings to the vocal music, I found that I was 
also able to appreciate (and admire) Boulez’s Improvisations sur Mallarmé. 

Skeptical Comments on Atonal Music 

Who Likes Atonal Music, and Why?
On a few very rare occasions,  I have met people with no talent for music, no unusual sensitiv-

ity or intelligence that I could detect, no particular interest in or knowledge of classical music, 
who claimed to be moved by atonal music.  

I have asked myself, “What do these people have that I don’t have?”  My answer, slowly 
arrived at over the years, is not flattering but it is what I at present believe.  They have the gift of 
being excited over the awareness of how exceptional they are if they like this music.   “If I like 
this — especially since I don’t understand it, and can’t begin to say what is good about it — that 
will mean I am far more advanced than those boring suburbanites and others who hate this kind of 
music.  It will be proof of how modern and open-minded I am!  It will show that I am truly excep-
tional.  How exciting this music really is!”

I contend that, apart from professionals, virtually no one in the audience for twelve-tone 
music can follow, by ear alone, and without having previously seen the score and an analysis of it, 
the rows or the development of the rows.  Whereas, e.g., every lover of classical music can follow, 
by ear alone, the development of the themes of any work in the standard classical repertoire, e.g. 
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms, ...   So what those who claim to love twelve-tone 
music are listening to, and claiming to enjoy, is really a form of mood music (atmospheric music).  
They enjoy the spell that the music creates.  The reader will reply that that is precisely what the 
majority of the audience enjoys at concerts presenting traditional classical music — the attending 
this important event with sophisticated members of the upper-middle class, the knowing that 
one’s tastes are at the highest level.  But in addition — on the side — there is also a genuine 
enjoyment of the music itself, as evidenced by the continued production and sale of CDs.  
Whereas I have never known anyone who bought and listened repeatedly to twelve-tone CDs.

What I am saying is easily tested, of course, e.g., by playing one of the favorite works of a 
lover of twelve-tone music along with several other twelve-tone works in the same genre (solo 
piano, string quartet) and asking the person to recognize their favorite.

1. “I have played [the Variations for Piano] for years never knowing exactly what the tone row was that 
determines the succession of pitches until I read Tarushkin’s pages [in hisThe Oxford History of Western 
Music] and I can’t say I am now in a better position to play, or listen to, the work.” — Rosen, Charles, “From 
the Troubadors to Sinatra: Part II”, review of Tarushkin’s history, The New York Review of Books, Mar. 9, 
2006, p. 46.
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A clerk at one of the best classical music stores in the San Francisco Bay Area told me in Jan-
uary 2008 that less than 5% of the store’s sales were of twelve-tone music or its derivatives.  

A Melody Is Not a Sequence of Notes!
The title of this sub-section is a deliberate falsehood aimed at calling attention to, and chal-

lenging, the implication, in virtually all articles and books and liner notes on twelve-tone music, 
that the business of the listener is to follow a sequence of notes (the tone row) and then admire the 
cleverness of the composer’s variations on it (in accordance with twelve-tone rules).  This is cer-
tainly an intellectual music if there ever was one! It is true that books on tonal music set forth 
rules governing sequences of notes and chords (the rules of harmony) and do not talk about the 
expression of feeling, but that is because the musical culture makes such a discussion unneces-
sary: the composer knows what a range of feeling tonal music can express; he only needs to learn 
how to make the music do what he wants.  But, outside of a tiny group of professionals, there is 
no such culture for twelve-tone music.  

In tonal music, the rules governing its structure are as invisible to the listener as are the rules 
of grammar in a work of literature are to the reader.  Awareness of the rules is precisely not the 
point!

Here as elsewhere, semantics must precede syntax.  We ask composers to begin with what 
they want to achieve — a feeling, to use the crudest term — and then to find the rules to accom-
plish that. If they come to us with rules, and somehow expect us to admire their work because it 
implements the rules, our reply should be:

“We are not interested in rules.  We are interested in what the rules accomplish in the vast 
realm of feeling.  The great freedom you claim to be searching for is freedom from putting gram-
mars first.  Let the feelings choose the grammars they need. Tonal, atonal, a mixture of the two — 
twelve-tone, eleven-tone, ten-tone — it is not an either/or world!  ‘Why tonality as such should be 
thrown out for good, I can’t see,’ [Charles] Ives once wrote. ‘Why it should always be present, I 
can’t see.’1  We must regard with appropriate skepticism the insistence, by proponents of each 
avant-garde genre of modern music, that theirs and only theirs is the future of music. ‘The cultish 
fanaticism of modern art turns out to be not unrelated to the politics of fascism: both attempt to 
remake the world in utopian forms.’2 

“Each chord, each scale, each set of rules for composing music, expresses feelings in a range 
of feelings, even though we cannot, in words, describe with any precision what this range of feel-
ings is.  (Major keys/chords are ‘happy’, minor keys/chords are ‘sad’.)  But we can ask listeners 
having roughly the same amount of experience listening to a genre of music what feelings come 
to mind when they hear a chord, a scale, a piece from that genre.  Make the experiment with 
twelve-tone music: ask lifelong lovers of classical music what feelings come to mind when they 
listen to, say, Elliott Carter’s string quartets.  I believe their answers will be similar.

“And if you tell me that concern with feelings is hopelessly Romantic, hopelessly 19th cen-
tury, and that sensitivity to structure has replaced them, I reply that you don’t know what you are 
talking about, for even in the most abstract disciplines — e.g., mathematics and physics — feel-

1. Ross, Alex, The Rest Is Noise, Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, N.Y., 2007, p. 132
2. ibid., p. 34.
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ings are at the center, because they are the guide for intuitions: without an esthetic sense, no math-
ematician or physicist can achieve great things.  So, like it or not, feelings count! 

“The insistence on the part of some twelve-tone composers that twelve-tone is the future of all 
serious music, is nothing more than an insistence on the kind of feeling that the music expresses 
— music reflecting the state that most artists found themselves in during and after the World War 
I: a state of boundless anxiety, meaninglessness, loss of all permanent value, and anger at this 
state of affairs — at minimum, an expression of life as experienced through an incurable case of 
the flu.  All twelve-tone music expresses essentially this same limited range of emotions. If you 
doubt this, then write a twelve-tone love song [see Exercises 4 through 8, below]. ”

What Is Twelve-Tone Music a Call To?
Earlier in this essay I spoke of  “classical with its call to great accomplishment, to the life of 

the mind and the highest things (religious or of the upper class); jazz and blues with their call to 
sex and making trouble for the Establishment; folk with its call to remembering, rock ‘n’ roll and 
country-western with their call to the life of the loser.”  

So let us ask, “What is twelve-tone music a call to?” And my answer is that it is not a call, but 
rather merely an expression of the feelings listed at the end of the last paragraph of the previous 
sub-section. 

 

Why Do Twelve-Tone Professionals Have So Little Interest in Explaining Their Music?
Whenever I come across a professional musician — performer or composer — specializing in 

twelve-tone music, I make a point of asking if they know of any CDs that introduce their music at 
least to lovers of traditional classical music.  I  explain that texts alone are not sufficient, because 
the vast majority of those who might have an interest in twelve-tone music cannot read scores — 
cannot hear in their mind’s ear the music that a score represents.  I point out that most of the music 
for such a CD could be played on piano if it proved difficult to obtain permission to quote 
recorded performances by chamber and symphonic groups.  In any case, such a CD would have, 
near its beginning, the playing of those passages from Wagner that are said to have been one of 
the main inspirations for twelve-tone, which was seen as the inevitable development of what was 
contained in the Wagner passages.  The CD would try to get the listener to experience, through 
examples, not necessarily solely from the music of Wagner, the transition in feeling from late-
19th-century tonal music, to highly chromatic tonal music, to music in which tonality was less 
and less discernible. 

But without exception, the professionals have (1) said they knew of no such CDs, and (2) been 
utterly indifferent to the project of producing any, despite the relatively low cost of such a project.

The question is: Why this reluctance?  I think it is safe to say that most public libraries have a 
CD introducing classical music; furthermore a number of top-rank conductors have seen fit to 
spend time and effort trying to introduce the young to classical music: the best-known example is 
Leonard Bernstein in his Young People’s Concerts (1958-1972), which are, at this writing, avail-
able on DVD. .  In New York City, virtually year round, you can find lectures, with musical 
accompaniment by the lecturer at the piano and/or by outstanding chamber groups brought in for 
the occasion, aimed at enhancing the audience’s knowledge and appreciation of works by the 
great composers — an audience largely consisting of music lovers who are not professional musi-
cians or teachers. Among the most gifted of these lecturers are Rob Kapilow, Bruce Adolphe, and 
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David Dubal.  Yet nothing like this exists for twelve-tone music in New York City or, as far as I 
know, anywhere else in the country. Why?

The professionals I have personally contacted have refused to answer questions about their 
music.  In 2007, I asked an internationally-known performer of avant-garde piano music for some 
suggestions on understanding the music of Milton Babbitt.  She replied that she was unable to 
because she didn’t understand avant-garde music.

 In the indifference of the professionals to making their music more accessible to others, I 
smell mystification, but also fear.  Certainly mystification works in the classical music realm.  
“Either you understand it (and thus are among the exceptional few) or you don’t, in which case 
there is nothing that we can do for you.”  Catnip to the musical upper-class!  “The fact that this 
music is so difficult to understand just proves how deep it is.  Of course, I could understand it if 
only I heard more of it.  I will need to attend more concerts, and buy more CDs.”  But there is 
something else going on, and that is the secret fear among the professionals that, if they are honest 
in their introductory CDs, they will have to admit that the listener’s primary job is to follow the 
algebra — the tone row and its development — or else to realize that the music is no more than 
background music and, in concerts, prestige-enhancement, for the audience, as I described above. 

Was Twelve-Tone Music a Logical “Next Step” That Simply Turned Out To Be Wrong?
Most artists and intellectuals can understand the logic that led to twelve-tone music, namely, 

that in the late 19th century music seemed to be evolving toward greater dissonance, more chro-
maticism, and a general obscuring of tonality.   So why not take the next  step and abolish tonality 
altogether?  Nothing could be more ... obvious.  But after almost a century, twelve-tone music 
remains on the fringe.  As far as I know, it is never played on classical music radio stations with 
cultivated, music-loving audiences, e.g., New York’s WQXR.  On rare occasions a twelve-tone 
piece by Schoenberg might be played in a concert by a major orchestra.  (If it is the first piece 
after intermission, half the audience does not return.)  I exclude Alban Berg’s music here, because 
I think it is fair to say that it is not strictly twelve-tone music— Berg succeeded by breaking the 
rules.  Twelve-tone music should have succeeded.  But it didn’t. Abstract painting was a similar 
next step.  See the chapter, “Literature and Art” in this book.

Tom Wolfe Sums It All Up
Tom Wolfe got to the heart of painting and architecture in the second half of the 20th century 

with two very funny books, The Painted Word and From Bauhaus to Our House. What he said 
about the pretensions of these art forms at the time applies equally to twelve-tone music.

“What I saw before me was the critic-in-chief of The New York Times saying: In looking at a 
painting today, ‘to lack a persuasive theory is to lack something crucial.’  I read it again.  It didn’t 
say ‘something helpful’ or ‘enriching’ or even ‘extremely valuable.’  No, the word was crucial.

“In short: frankly, these days, without a theory to go with it, I can’t see a painting.”1

“In the great corporate towers [the “glass boxes” without ornament that were designed by 
Mies van der Rohe and his followers], the office workers shoved filing cabinets, desks, wastepa-

1. Wolfe, Tom, The Painted Word, Bantam Books, N.Y., 1980, p. 4.
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per baskets, potted plants, up against the floor-to-ceiling sheets of glass, anything to build a bar-
rier against the panicked feeling that they were about to pitch headlong into the streets below.  
Above these jerry-built walls they strung up makeshift curtains that looked like laundry lines from 
the slums of Naples, anything to keep out the brain-boiling, poached-eye sunlight that came blaz-
ing in every afternoon ... And by night the custodial staff, the Miesling police, under strictest 
orders, invaded and pulled down these pathetic barricades thrown up against the pure vision of the 
white gods and the Silver Prince [van der Rohe].  Eventually, everyone gave up and learned, like 
the haute bourgeoisie above him, to take it like a man.”1

A piano teacher told me that he had attended a lecture by a young composer who tried to 
explain the theory behind his music.  Afterward, a graduate student (of music) in the audience 
remarked to the teacher that he was unimpressed by the composer’s music because the theory 
behind it was not very deep and, besides, the composer wasn’t a particularly good public speaker. 

So, in the last analysis, it seems that if you want to understand twelve-tone music, you need to 
understand the theory behind it, and then you have to be willing and able to take it like a man.

Questions
Question 1: If we are to consider atonal music, in particular twelve-tone music, as merely 

background music, then why do we need Schoenberg’s rules?  Anyone with a musical background 
—  music lessons as a child, a lifetime of listening to classical music, perhaps some experience as 
an amateur or semi-professional musician — could probably, with the help of a professional musi-
cian, come up with ideas for, and approximations to, background music for, say, a particular kind 
of depression — without knowing anything about the tone-row rules! Certainly, if he has seen suf-
ficiently many films, he could do this for a film that was described to him.

Question 2: If, in all honesty, the average music listener really does need the score so he can 
see the tone row, etc., shouldn’t that be said up front, and the score provided to each member of 
the concert audience, and in each CD of the music?

Question 3: If the twelve tones of the chromatic scale are to be regarded as simply another 
scale in which music can be composed, why should the rule be imposed that no note can be 
repeated in a row, since no such rule is imposed in composition in other scales.  Why is it not pos-
sible to have atonal music in which notes repeat more often than once in every twelve?

Question 4: In a twelve-tone row, what is the difference between a single note, and a single 
note played twice or more in succession?  Is this kind of repetition considered the same as the rep-
etition, within twelve succeeding notes, of the same note?  If so, when is the interval between the 
successive soundings of the note considered so short that the soundings are regarded to be the 
sounding of a single note?

Question 5: How many notes does it take to establish a key?  Many jazz musicians would, I 
am sure, argue that given any two notes, they could whistle or play a jazz improvization on them 

1. Wolfe, Tom, From Bauhaus to Our House, Farrar Straus Giroux, N.Y., p. 78. Italics mine.
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that would have a key.  Thus it would seem to be not the two notes that establish the key, but the 
notes that come after them.  And yet, there are many successions of far more than two notes that 
clearly do not have a key.

“In theory, it is questionable whether atonality is really possible, since any combination of 
sounds can be referred to a fundamental root; some theorists contend that the effect of atonality 
results from progressions in which the fundamentals are so difficult to define, or are obscured by 
such complex dissonances, or change so rapidly, or succeed one another in a manner so unlike 
that of traditional harmony, that the ear is unable to grasp the tonal relationships that may exist.” 
— Grout, Donald Jay, A History of Western Music, W. W. Norton & Co., Inc., N.Y., 1973, p. 703.

How many notes does it take to establish an atonal “tune”?  Probably not just one. How about 
two?  But see the remarks above regarding improvisation.  How about three?  Or four?  Or...?  
Certainly it is possible for some people to whistle an atonal tune without their having the slightest 
idea of the names of the notes, much less the names of the intervals between them.  And yet they 
are able to keep the tune sounding atonal.

Suppose there were a brain disease in which a person could only hear intervals, not the notes 
at each end.  All second intervals would sound the same, all third intervals, etc.  We can easily get 
an idea of what that would be like by “normalizing” any composition to intervals all beginning on 
the same note.  Under these rules, would every piece of atonal music “sound” as tonal as any 
piece of tonal music?

Question 6: What would the vocal music of Webern and Boulez sound like if the notes were 
increased or decreased by one or more octaves so as to reduce the pitches to the narrowest range 
possible?  For that matter, would ordinary vocal music sound more “atonal-like” if we “ran-
domly” shifted some of the notes an octave in either direction? 

 Question 7: To what extent is all classical music merely “background music”?  Maybe 
twelve-tone music is nothing more than the background music of the despair, among the non-sci-
entific intellectuals, of the first half of the twentieth century.  Perhaps all classical music is just 
background music for the age it is written in. Thus, if the machine described in the “Psychology” 
chapter is ever invented, and applied (with suitable calibration) to persons listening to music, it 
might reveal that 19th century music is an expression of a collage of sensory and intellectual 
experiences: sound of horses’ hooves,  leaves rustling in a forest, crowds on city streets; smell of 
horse manure,  coffee, food, tobacco smoke,  perfume;  feel of the pavement under a person’s feet, 
feel of clothes, feeling of daily melancholy; view of distant mountains...  Perhaps even Brahms 
brings us the barnyard smells of his time.  And why can’t we regard Beethoven’s music as the 
background music of his titanic struggles with the world?  

And why shouldn’t we have music about the things we hate?  For example, suffering from the 
flu for weeks on end during cold, rainy weather as we wait for the announcement that we have 
been laid off from our job...  Imagine that one day in your youth, you came down with a severe 
case of the flu that never went away. Every day you wake up with a headache, severe sniffles and 
sneezing, exhaustion.  Furthermore, you have been convinced, since your youth, that there is no 
God, there is no being you can go to for guidance as to how you should live your life, no being 
you can go to for consolation, nothing you can hold on to.  Now suppose you become a composer.  
How would you express all this?  Isn’t it reasonable that you might search for a form of music 
which seemed to be without anything to hold on to, e.g., a key?  That somehow maybe atonal 
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music was precisely what expressed a world without meaning or hope in which every day you 
woke up with the flu? 

Question 8: Suppose several lovers of classical music were asked to categorize successions of, 
say, three or more notes by the feeling they suggest.  Initially, the categories might be merely, say, 
“Happy” and “Sad”.  Then each category could be refined as each person saw fit: under “Sad” we 
might have “Melancholy”, “Grief”, “Despair”, etc., and under “Melancholy”, “Fall Melancholy”, 
“Winter Melancholy”, etc. But it would not be necessary to apply a name to each category: only to 
decide which successions of notes belonged in the same category.  Now the question is, how 
would the categories of each person correlate with those of the other persons?

Question 9: How do the intervals between successive notes in atonal music compare with the 
corresponding intervals in tonal music? Specifically, how does a histogram — a frequency-of-
occurrence graph — of intervals for a given atonal composer’s works, differs from the corre-
sponding histogram for one or more tonal composers’ works? 

Exercises
Exercise 1: Begin to collect the initial portions of well-known themes from classical, popular, 

and jazz that do not repeat a note.

Exercise 2: With the aid of the piano or other instrument, attempt to convert well-known 
themes, songs, etc., into their twelve-tone “equivalents”.  Suggestion: start with “Joy to the 
World”.

Can at least some of the rules governing the twelve-tone row be applied to tonal music?  Try 
doing this.

Exercise 3: Some 20th century music can be viewed as a distortion of traditional music, just as 
some modern art can be viewed as a distortion of traditional art.

 “The pathos [in Schoenberg’s Violin Concerto, Opus 36] is last century’s, the language in 
essence must be last century’s too; harmonize the second movement in a purely Brahmsian man-
ner — you have only to move a few notes over a bit — and the theme is happily restored to its true 
habitat.” — Stravinsky, Igor, in Peyser, Joan, 20th Century Music, Schirmer Books, N.Y., 1980, p. 
132.

  Attempt to “reverse engineer” — to “English” — some modern music, e.g., some of the 
twelve-tone composers’, to “get back” the traditional “equivalent”.  In other words, take a theme, 
or succession of notes, in a work by one of these composers, and change as few notes as possible 
to make it sound as though it came from a nineteenth-century work.

Attempt to go the other way, namely, take a theme from a nineteenth-century work and change 
as few notes as possible to make it sound “atonal”.

An improvization in jazz can be viewed as a distortion of the original melody.  We must ask 
ourselves if there is a systematic way to think about music along these lines.  That is, just as there 
are rules governing traditional harmony which leave ample room for composers’ ingenuity, can 
rules be discovered which provide guidelines for the “proper” distortion of a given type, or piece, 
of music?
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The following challenges to twelve-tone composers perhaps get at the essence of this genre of 
music, and its limitations:

Exercise 4: Write a twelve-tone love song.

Exercise 5: Write a twelve-tone polka.

Exercise 6: Write a twelve-tone march.

Exercise 7: Write a twelve-tone national anthem.

Exercise 7: Write a twelve-tone Christmas song.

Discussion Topics
Discuss: In order to understand twelve-tone music, you must be in a different state of mind — 

perhaps a Zen-like, non-self-conscious state of mind —  than you are when you listen to and 
understand traditional music.  So the real effort of learning to understand this music lies in learn-
ing to enter that state of mind — just as it may not be possible to understand what some painters 
mean when they speak of “pure color”, “pure form”, if we are in our normal self-conscious state.  
Understanding the idea may not be enough.

Discuss: It is possible that there is a physiological reason why it is so difficult, at least for the 
vast majority of classical music lovers, to feel comfortable with atonal, and, in particular, twelve-
tone, music.  Or is the reason simply that it takes a long time to change one’s musical culture, just 
as it takes a long  time (for most people) to become fluent in a foreign language?  If the reason is 
physiological, we won’t know for many years to come, since this cannot be proved with existing 
theory and measuring equipment.  When and if it is proved, it will be the first time that musicians 
can legitimately speak of the “laws” of music.

Discuss: The only successful composer of twelve-tone music was Alban Berg — “successful” 
in the sense of reaching a large audience —  and the reason was that he knew when not to use the 
technique.  He knew how to present atonal music from the standpoint of tonal music, just as a 
novelist may describe chaotic events through the words of an articulate narrator.

Additional Thoughts on Atonal Music
You understand a composer when you can imitate his style.  More precisely, you understand a 

composer when you can whistle or hum or play sequences of notes that sound “like” him.  By no 
means does that require that you be able to explain, in music theoretical terms, what you are 
doing.  At the time of this writing, I can whistle sequences of notes that, I believe, sound “like” 
Webern, but I haven’t the slightest idea of what I am doing.

I said above that atonal — including twelve-tone — music expresses the world of no-values 
that was experienced by artists in the first part of the 20th century, and that it does this by remov-
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ing the consolation of tonality.  Another way it does this is by removing the consolation of struc-
ture.  To the listener who is not an expert on this form of music there is no audible structure to 
these works.  I am sure that experts will tell me that if the listener has the score and a competent 
exegesis of it in front of him, he will see that there is a great deal of structure in the work.  But the 
vast majority of listeners do not have these aids at hand.  And so the music is static: it presents its 
world and, through the absence of audible structure, offers no hope for the future.

And yet, it doesn’t seem to be difficult to impose a Mozartian structure on a sequence of notes 
that have no obvious key.  One can vary the sequence, one can develop it, one can employ “repe-
titions” that are not repetitions of phrases but have roughly the same sequence of intervals at dif-
ferent pitches.  I encourage the reader to try this by whistling the notes.

Jazz
The following observations are based on casual listening to the FM jazz stations in the San 

Francisco Bay Area, plus (rare) visits to local jazz clubs, and on conversations with several local 
jazz musicians, as well as my own experience as a jazz musician in my youth. The ideas set forth 
may seem tame to members of the jazz avant-garde, yet I feel there is no reason why we should 
continue to believe that the only choices are the present extremes, namely, on the one hand a tech-
nically competent, unoriginal type of jazz which, however, does have a small audience, and, on 
the other hand, an obsessively experimental, endlessly “freer”, type of jazz which has virtually no 
audience.

With very few exceptions, jazz in our time (‘90’s) is geriatric music.  Television and FM sta-
tions that appeal to the upper class — i.e., stations for whom doing the right thing is the very 
essence of art — pride themselves on the programming of concerts by aging jazz musicians who 
haven’t had an original idea in thirty years.   

We old-timers who remember (and participated in the margins of) one of the great decades of 
jazz, namely the fifties, can hardly contain ourselves in times like these.  What we want is wrong-
ness, not the soothing of the bourgeoisie; we want a return of the importance of improvisation, 
which means the return of music that must be listened to, not music that may as well have been 
designed for airports and dentist’s offices.  There is nothing more boring than playing in key and 
in tune. (If I had a band, I would put up the following sign: “Most of the wrong notes we play are 
intentional; the rest are errors.”)

“If you don’t make a mistake, you’re making a mistake.” — Braxton, Anthony, quoted in Set-
terberg, Fred,  “Nice Work If You Can Get It,” Express, Berkeley, Calif., Apr. 25, 1997, p. 1 ff. 

“‘Once when Father was asked: “How can you stand it to hear old John Bell bellow off-key 
the way he does at camp-meetings?” his answer was: “Old John is a supreme musician...Don’t 
pay too much attention to the sounds.  If you do, you may miss the music.  You won’t get a heroic 
ride to Heaven on pretty little sounds.”’” — Ives, Charles, quoted in Peyser, Joan, 20th Century 
Music, Schirmer Books, N.Y., 1980, p. 150.

So the question is, what can be done to make jazz good and wrong?  One answer is, by think-
ing about improvisation.
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Improvisation
What is a good improvisation?  It is one that has a beginning, a middle, an end.  Furthermore, 

it doesn’t merely “say something”,  it brings important News.

Ways of Improvising
The first order of business is to recognize that there are several ways of improvising, not nec-

essarily mutually exclusive, but each yielding a different result because each arises from a differ-
ent source.

(1) Chord-based improvisation
This is the traditional way: the musician “makes the changes” in the phrase of years ago, and 

hopes that something interesting emerges.

(2) Melody-based improvisation
Let us not forget that classical musicians of the 18th century improvised on a theme, not (or at 

least only secondarily) on a sequence of chords.  Frederick the Great gave Bach a theme to impro-
vise on, a theme from which Bach created The Musical Offering.   

I don’t know what percentage of jazz musicians improvise “to the melody” — i.e., play varia-
tions on the melody, which they listen to in their mind’s ear — and what percentage improvise to 
the chords, but I suspect the latter percentage is by far the larger.  One reason may be that, in any 
group with a piano or guitar, the chords are always present, whereas it would be laughable if these 
instruments, in addition, were to keep the melody present by repeatedly playing it.  Nevertheless 
every jazz musician must ask him- or herself the question: suppose two different pieces have the 
same chord progression, and are played at the same tempo; is there any reason why improvisa-
tions played on these pieces should not be interchangeable?  Obviously, the answer is yes if we 
require improvisations to be melody-based.  It would be interesting to see how the improvisations 
of jazz musicians changed if there were a way for them to have the melody played repeatedly and 
privately for them, say, through earphones, the melody being pre-recorded and each player being 
provided with electronic means for adjusting its key and tempo.  

I should  mention in passing that when I was a young jazz musician in the ’50s, the last thing 
in the world that any jazz musician wanted was for his solo to sound like the melody!  If the solo 
had no trace of the melody, then it was “far out”.

Using the melody as the basis of improvisation should not be confused with the melodic qual-
ity of some improvisations, e.g., those of Louis Armstrong (particularly in his youth), Paul Des-
mond, Dave Brubeck, Clifford Brown, John Lewis, to name a few.  Of course, all improvisations 
are melodic:  it is just that the melodies in the above cases tend to be of longer duration.  We can 
look upon every improvisation in terms of the number of melodies it contains per thirty-two mea-
sures, say.  In a typical improvisation by the above players, the number of melodies over this num-
ber of measures is small, less than five or so.  In the case of other players it is larger, so that 
sometimes a melody only spans a measure or two, i.e., it only spans the “psychological present” 
of several seconds.  But by no means are these improvisations necessarily inferior to the former.  
They produce a kind of jazz which exists “only in the present”; they are analogous to novels and 
TV series which contain so many plots and sub-plots that no matter where you begin or how lim-
ited your reading or viewing time, you are almost certain to get a few complete stories. 
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One question that must be asked, when we are considering melody-based improvisation, is: 
what is the basis for improvisations that go one for more than one “chorus” —  more than one 
repeat of the 32-measure chord pattern on which the tune is based?  Should each successive 
improvisation  be a variation on the initial melody (as in the variations on a theme in classical 
music), or should each successive improvisation be a variation of the previous variation?  

A Note on Bebop
I say it without a moment’s hesitation: the best of bebop is in the lines (tunes, melodies), not in 

the improvisations that followed.  We remember the bop lines —  Charlie Parker’s “Ornithology”, 
“Yardbird Suite”, “Au Privave”, “Anthropology”, Thelonious Monk’s “Well, You Needn’t”, 
“Round Midnight”,  “Mysterioso”, “Rhythm-a-ning”, “Straight No Chaser”, “Blue Monk”, “Epis-
trophy”, Dizzy Gillespie’s “Con Alma”, Parker and Gillespie’s “Ko-ko”, and numerous lesser-
known ones — we seldom remember any of the solos.

(3) “Semantics”-based improvisation
It is possible to improvise on the “feeling” of the melody — what we might call its “seman-

tics”.  This feeling — a certain kind of joy or sadness — is presumably what gave rise to the mel-
ody in the first place, and its character  is recognizable in the melody by any sensitive jazz 
musician.  It is the essence of the melody, and for a long time it seemed to me to be the best, the 
deepest, basis on which to improvise.  It certainly passes the same-chords-different-melody test 
described in the previous section.  For a long time I thought it the most creative basis, meaning, 
among other things, the least likely to allow the performer to lapse into hackneyed phrases or 
looking-over-one’s-shoulder virtuosity. 

The performer’s task in this form of improvisation is to elaborate on the essence of the melody 
(not on the melody itself or on the chords),  to “expand” on it, to show at least one or two things 
that the melody “contains” (just as the block of stone contains the statue) — one or two things that 
the melody “leads to”,  “implies”. A good way to implement this form of improvisation might be 
to memorize the lyrics of the tune, and then to attempt to elaborate, in the improvisation, on the 
feeling expressed by the lyrics.  

The performer’s task  here is emphatically not that of expressing his or her feelings!
The best example of this type of improvisation I know of is John Lewis’s solo on “Between 

the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea” (The Modern Jazz Quartet, Atlantic 1265).  Another excellent 
example is Don Cherry’s solo on “Jayne” (Something Else!  The Music of Ornette Coleman, Con-
temporary M 3551).  Other examples include many of Charlie Parker’s and Paul Desmond’s 
solos.  

(4) Improvisation by “turning off the mind”
 Another approach is to withdraw from all thinking about the task at hand, all attempts at cre-

ating something interesting (impressive, immortal!), all attempts at constructing an improvisation. 
and instead merely to let the improvisation “happen” of its own accord — go the way it wants. 

There are several aids to accomplishing the turning off of the mind: alcohol, certain drugs, a 
constantly blinking light, or concentration on the visualization of a pleasant scene. 

A variation of this technique is to concentrate on these things and at the same time to play 
“recklessly”, i.e., play what you feel like without thinking about it and without the slightest con-
cern for the chords.  Indeed, if anything, you try to play as “wrongly” as you can (in my experi-
ence this is often required to keep the visualized scene before your eyes) — you deliberately try to 
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make mistakes, letting the chords take care of themselves, you permit yourself to be confident that 
the chords will find a way to exert the proper control on what you play without your having to 
consciously worry about them.

When you are able to do this, it sometimes happens that you are able to hear the beat 
“shifted”, i.e., you hear the measures starting at different beats than they actually do, as in the 
Lambert-Hendricks-Ross version of “Take Me Out to the Ball Game”, in which the words “Take 
me” are sung to two descending introductory notes and then “Out to the ball game” is sung to the 
notes to which “Take me out to the” is normally sung, etc.

     “Take me
      Out to the ball game, take me
      Out to the park.  Buy me
      Some peanuts and Cracker-jacks, I don’t
      Care if we never get back!  For it’s
      Root, root, root, for the home team if they don’t
      Win it’s a shame for it’s
      One, two, three, strikes you’re out at the old ball game!” 

The lyrics finish two notes short of where they normally finish.

People sometimes experience this phenomenon for a few moments when they turn on the 
radio in the middle of a familiar piece which they do not immediately recognize.  When improvis-
ing in this state, you sometimes find yourself quite naturally playing in a different key from that of 
the music, or repeating short phrases in “arbitrarily” different keys, and sometimes playing in a 
different key and with the beat shifted, which, in my experience, always produces improvisations 
that are far more interesting than the usual ones.

 It need hardly be mentioned that there is a definite rightness and wrongness to the above 
wrongness, even though many listeners would consider the entire improvisation to be that of a 
person with no ear for music.  (Ornette Coleman once remarked that he knew he was onto some-
thing in his music when he found that he could mistakes.) 

   
In passing, we may ask how it is that when we turn on the radio and hear a piece we do not 

immediately recognize, we very quickly learn to hear it in the “right” way — i.e., we do not hear 
it as a piece of music in which the meter has been shifted one or more beats, as in the “Take Me 
Out to the Ball Game” example above?  (Every piece of music with a time signature of n beats to 
the measure is potentially n different pieces of music, one for each possible meter shift.  A meter 
shift of n + 1 beats, of course, results in the original piece again.) 

Along similar lines, we may ask: why it is that, when we hear harmonized music, we all hear 
it (apparently) as having the same “melody”?  Why don’t some of us hear the second voice as the 
melody, some the third, some the bass, etc.

 Are both these phenomena matters of learning, just as, according to Marshall McLuhan, there 
are primitive people who have to learn how to see the picture in a photograph?

(If parallel universes exist, are there some in which people listen to the same classics we do, 
except that they hear the piece as shifted one beat, in other universes shifted two beats, etc.?  Or is 
it rather that to have music such as ours is to always hear it start on the same beat?)
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(Why not use our audio technology to systematically investigate shifting of beats of recorded 
solos past their original locations relative to the chords?)

(5) Improvisation by “talking”
This way of improvising became clear to me as a result of listening to the glorious trumpet 

solos of Sidney De Paris, in particular those on “Wrought Iron Rag”,  from the album Marchin’ 
and Swingin’,  and “Are Your From Dixie?” and others on the album Wilbur De Paris and His 
“New” New Orleans Jazz Band 1.  

Here one concentrates deliberately on “saying something” in a succession of “sentences”, 
each sentence varying in length from less than a measure to several measures. These sentences are 
clear in the solos by De Paris, not to mention great improvisers like Dave Brubeck, Paul Des-
mond, Chet Baker, John Lewis, Charlie Parker, and others.  What the somethings are cannot, of 
course, be precisely expressed in words, because then there would be no need for the music.  But 
what a solo of this type says, is “Here is what can be said about that!”, the “that” being the melody 
and chords being improvised upon.  The solo is a musical speech, or brief talk, that the soloist 
gives to the audience.  It proceeds:  “This! and then This! which implies This! and that leads to 
directly to This! and now consider This!”, etc.   Learning to recognize, and play, sentences of this 
type is excellent practice for any jazz musician. 

This approach forces structure into the improvisation — each sentence has to be related to 
what has gone before.  Virtuosity, making the changes, etc., assume their rightful subordinate 
place to the main business at hand. (But the sentences must all be tonal and relevant to the melody 
and chord sequence.  I am not advocating free jazz here.)  This approach also allows for the occa-
sion of the improvisation — surroundings, audience, etc. — to influence the solo.

In my opinion, this is the best approach to improvisation.

(6) Improvisation by “rising above the key”
In this approach, one simply improvises in a different key.  I think that the best key is a fifth 

up from the key the tune was written in.  In my experience, this has the remarkable result of leav-
ing behind the habitual phrases that normally clutter an improvisation.  

(7) Improvisation by Keeping to a Quota of Intervals
We can view the task of improvisation as the task of maintaining a certain “pattern”, just as we 

can assume that in creating one of his drip paintings, Jackson Pollock attempted to cover the can-
vas with variations of a certain pattern.  

The pattern, in the case of jazz, might best be thought of as a certain “quota “of intervals for a 
given number n of measures.   Benny Goodman’s solos seem to be a good example of this.  If we 
ask, “What makes Benny Goodman’s playing sound like Benny Goodman?”, we might come up 
with such a quota as an answer.  Or perhaps we should replace “quota” with “statistics”.  What 
does a frequency-of-occurrence table of intervals per n measures, where n is specified in advance, 
look like?  How does it differ from the corresponding table for, say, Charlie Parker?  (I am using 
intervals here, rather than notes, in order to factor out key and chord considerations.  The same 
sequence of intervals — the same solo — can be played in different keys.)

1. Both albums have been reissued by Collectibles Jazz Classics and as of fall 2006 were available through 
www.oldies.com.  
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Needless to say, our table of intervals can include successions of intervals, so that it shows the 
frequency of occurrence of single intervals, then frequency of occurrence of two successive inter-
vals, then frequency-of-occurrence of three successive intervals, etc.

Given such a table, we are then in a position to ask the fundamentally important question, 
“What successions of intervals yield particularly-moving passages in solos?”  

But this type of improvising certainly does not require such tables.  The solo can be thought of  
as being an on-going process of “filling in the openings that as of each point in the solo remain to 
be filled in.” The soloist asks himself, at each point in the solo, “What notes, what phrases, are 
needed now?”  The process seems analogous to what Pollock might have followed in making his 
paintings.  It also seems analogous to a person attempting to maintain a certain style of handwrit-
ing, a certain global appearance of what is written.   Unlike several other approaches to improvi-
sation described in this section, there is little conscious attempt to create a musical structure, to 
develop an initial phrase.

(8) Improvisation by “Selecting From What Is Already There”
Here, prior to playing a phrase, we listen for what is “already there” in the total sound that the 

group is presenting, and then just select what seems to best fit that total sound — what best com-
pletes it.  (We  are like the sculptor who looks upon his task as that of freeing the statue from 
within the stone.)

(9) Pre-composing 
Sooner or later, of course, we must ask the fundamental question: what good is improvisation 

in the first place?  Is it really all it’s cracked up to be? 
 Improvisation is invariably romanticized, even by critics, as the following examples show:
“Jazz, Gene Lees argues, is both the most daring musical form and the perfect paradigm for 

the process of creativity.”  — “Meet Me at Jim & Andy’s: Jazz Musicians and Their World” (rest 
of reference not known to me) “Aldous Huxley said that art is created in a state of relaxed tension. 
You must be relaxed enough to let the dreams flow, alert enough to know what to do with them, 
grab them out of the incorporeal air as they rush by and turn them into something that others can 
perceive and be moved by... Making jazz is a very naked thing to do.

“That anyone can do anything at all but stand there in paralyzed amazement when the chord 
changes are going by, that musicians can function with minimal premeditation and great creativity 
within the materials of a song’s structure, is more remarkable than even the most expert practi-
tioners themselves seem to appreciate.  It requires both tremendous knowledge, whether intuitive 
or acquired, and the physical reflexes of an athlete.  Jazz is not only one of the most remarkable 
achievements in the history of music, it is one of the most striking achievements in the history of 
human thought.” — New York Times Book Review, Jan. 1991 (rest of reference not known to me) 

The high esteem in which improvisation is held in jazz circles stems from a romantic view of 
the jazz musician as a man or woman who endures unimaginable suffering in private life, is 
addicted to drugs or alcohol and sex, but then, when the circumstances are right — good musi-
cians, good crowd — is able to convert this misery into beauty — spontaneously!  on the spot!  so 
that, don’t you see, all that misery was worth it after all!  The romance of improvisation may be 
the reason why so many jazz musicians are, and were, drug addicts.  They must constantly ask 
themselves, “Will I have it when I get up on the stand?  Will I be OK when it counts?”  In other 
words, it is all, or mostly, out of their hands.  Contrast classical composition, the composer sitting 
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down, taking pen or pencil or computer keyboard in hand: much more is in his or her  control — 
at the very least, the time to complete the composing!  

 I say that there is a limit to how well anyone, even the best of the best, can compose in real 
time (to use the computer programmers’ expression).  The less time there is to think, the more the 
composer (improviser) must rely on cliches and eccentric variations on cliches, not to mention 
virtuosity — those bursts of notes which, in truth, no one can imitate, but are often not worth imi-
tating.  One of the primary goals of  a jazz musician should be to get beyond the romance of the 
spontaneous.  He should face the fact that any form of composition, whether in music or any other 
art, which prohibits revision  runs a poor second to one that does.  (No music that is based on 
improvisation — not even one with as long a tradition, and as elaborate a set of rules, as the music 
of India — has ever come remotely close to achieving what Western classical music has, with its 
notes thought out and written down and often revised before being played.) The entire value and 
interest of improvisation in jazz lies in the fact that the music arises out of the circumstances of 
the performance — the time, place, the musicians and the audience —, not that it is unpremedi-
tated.

In the fifties and sixties there were rumors that the improvisations of some musicians,  e.g., 
John Lewis, were pre-composed, the implication being that if this were so, the solos were some-
how less good.  But a good piece of music is good regardless if it was created spontaneously or if 
it is the result of hours of work.  The only hope of ending the dull, mechanical, virtuoso exercises 
which constitute modern improvisation and which are threatening to turn jazz into the world’s 
most boring music, is to investigate what happens when we start composing jazz solos. 

 If I ever return to jazz, my goal will be to make my improvisations sound like Stravinsky’s or 
Bartok’s or Webern’s might have.  In fact — and here let me return briefly to the subject of spon-
taneous improvisation — I have found that one way to bring Dixieland out of its current petrified 
state is by attempting to improvise as Webern might have (“atonal Dixieland”) — to break out of 
tonality, which, at the least, will serve to markedly reduce the clichés that at present constitute the 
entire substance of this music.   (The reader can prove for himself the effectivenss of this tech-
nique by whistling such improvisations ala Webern to standard Dixieland tunes).  I cannot yet 
explain, in music-theoretical terms, what I am doing but whatever it is, it fits Ornette Coleman’s 
criterion for knowing if you’re on to something, namely, when you can mistakes in it.1  I would 
describe the technique as one of playing (or whistling) “in the shadow” of the chords of the tune 
being improvised to, as well as “in the shadow” of the tune itself.  This approach can be thought 
of as simply the next step in the progression of stages of using one’s musical imagination to trans-
form a given tune and its chords (the whole idea behind improvisation!).  We can think of the lis-
tener’s task (and enjoyment) being that of seeing (hearing) “how far” the performer has been able 
to get from the original tune and chords.  (Recall the expression from jazz lingo of yesteryear, 
“Man, he is far out!”)  To be more precise:

The first step away from the given tune and chords — the simplest transformation — is that of 
merely ornamenting the melody.  Here, the listener’s task is easy, since it is easy for him to “see” 
(hear)  the original tune in the ornamented version. He can easily see how the performer trans-
formed the original tune to the ornamented version.  In the second step — which is the one almost 
universally employed in contemporary jazz — the performer accomplishes his transformation by 
effectively abandoning the melody altogether, and creating a new, more complex melody based on 

1. “From realizing that I can make mistakes, I have come to realize there is an order to what I do.” — liner 
notes of LP The Shape of Jazz to Come: Ornette Coleman (Atlantic 1317).  
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the chords alone.   Here, the listener’s task is more difficult, because his task is to follow, to 
“understand”, the new melody while seeing (hearing) the same chord progression as the original 
tune had.  The third step is not to abandon the chords as well as the tune, but to peform a transfor-
mation that creates a “shadow” of both the original tune and the chords in a quasi-atonal realm.  
The listener’s pleasure comes when he can in effect say to himself, “Yes, by God, you really can 
get there from the original tune and chords.  Who would have thought it?”  The listener (whether 
he consciously realizes it or not) has learned something, in somewhat the same way as we learn 
something when we look at a cubist painting and learn that a guitar, say, can be transformed that 
much and produce a beautiful result.

In the case of my own improvisations ala Webern, I have no idea what the rules of the trans-
formation are that I am using.  (But for that matter, I doubt if anyone can describe, on any kind of 
rigorous basis, what the rules of the transformations are that produce solos in contemporary jazz.)  
In any case, my lifelong goal of creating a series of interesting improvisations on the old Dixie-
land classic, “China Boy”, now seems to be within reach. My intention is to write some of these 
down, and this will be done when I can find a musician, or a computer keyboard with score-writ-
ing facility, to take down what I whistle.

Finally, let me say that if the reader insists on sticking with the clichés of Dixieland, he can 
still make something new by always improvising in a key different from that of the tune being 
played. 

I have digressed from a discussion of the value of pre-composing jazz solos, to a discussion of 
a new kind of improvisation.  To return to my original subject: perhaps the last word on the sub-
ject of pre-composing vs. improvisation should be Paul Desmond’s:

“You know the real solution to this problem of playing jazz and composing?  The real solution 
is always to travel with a tape recorder.  That way you can keep what’s good, you can keep what 
you need to go farther.  And that way you could produce more music in a lifetime of playing jazz 
than in five hundred years of writing music.” — quoted in Shapiro, Nat, and Hentoff, Nat, Hear 
Me Talkin’ to Ya, Dover Publications, Inc., N.Y., 1966, p. 394.

A Veteran Jazz Musician’s Thoughts on Improvising
The following thoughts were sent to me by David Levy, a long-time jazz musician and friend.

“1. People who improvise using the melody as a basis and who only have a slight intuition of 
the chord structure tend to be repetitive from chorus to chorus. These folks are relatively limited 
in terms of their musical talent.

“2. People who improvise intuitively, and have great instinctive understanding, at a profound 
level of musicianship, of both the melody and the structure (but still largely intuitive) can do a 
great deal. Perhaps they are the best improvisers, taken as a general category. Charlie Parker was 
one of these, although it is interesting that he had certain licks and formulas that he used over and 
over again. But he was so creative and placed them so differently in terms of the phrasing that you 
have to pay serious attention to realize that he is doing it. The genius of Parker, among other 
things, was that he could and did begin his phrases at any place in the structure rather than follow 
the phrasing of the original melody, which is what almost everyone else does — even the great 
players like Stan Getz. I remember a conversation I had with Mitch Miller and Alec Wilder about 
Charlie Parker when I was in my early twenties. Alec pissed me off  because he had been record-
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ing with Parker and dismissed his improvisation skills as “a bunch of formulas that he just rolled 
out.” But in retrospect, he wasn’t so far off the mark.

“3. People who improvise intellectually, working almost exclusively off their knowledge of 
the chord structure rather than the melody, have no trouble making choruses completely different 
from one another. If, at the same time, there is that intuitive, subliminal stream of melody running 
through their heads, that can help. In fact, it may make all the difference. I think Paul Desmond 
may fall into this category and he is, hands down, the most musical improviser I have ever heard. 
He is more interesting than Parker because his music is so much more subtle. And by the way, he 
can play just as fast — he just doesn’t chose to do so. He wants to choose his notes and control his 
sound.

“4. Then there is the accident factor;  everyone plays a wrong (or at least an unintended) note 
from time to time. Most jazz players will tell you that there is no such thing as a wrong note, 
because if you are good you just use it as a spontaneous point of departure for a new phrase that 
you might not otherwise have thought of. So accident can be an important part of improvisation, 
but it requires both a sense of direction and musical control. If the Jackson Pollack style of acci-
dent were turned into jazz, it would be cacophony.

“As to ‘composing’ solos, I don’t think that the right characterization. What actually happens 
is that you play a solo and remember that it had some good stuff in it. So the next time you play it, 
you incorporate that good stuff and add some new ideas.  Some of these turn out to be good stuff 
too, so you incorporate them as well, and so on. After a while the solo is ‘composed’ in your head 
and you tend to play it more or less that way over and again.  There is also the audience factor. If 
you have a well known ‘hit’ number, the audience wants to hear it exactly as they remember it 
from the record. They do not like change. This can make you nuts, because it is boring for the 
players. Artie Shaw, who quit music in mid-career, was asked why he did so and replied. ‘ “Begin 
the Beguine” ’ is a great tune, but if you have to play it note for note like it is on the record, three 
times a day for five years, it can get on your nerves.”

The Best Basis on Which to Improvise, In My Opinion
After many years of thought, and of daily improvising in my head to standard tunes (a mere 

habit, like biting fingernails or clicking one’s teeth), I believe that the best basis on which to 
improvise is the melody (item (2) in the above list) — and that means, the feeling that is associ-
ated with the melody in the mind of the performer (item (3)).  I can no longer believe that the mel-
ody should be regarded as just a means for presenting a chord pattern on which to improvise. This 
seems intellectually and artistically dishonest.  Furthermore, I think that, whenever possible, the 
best results of an improvisation that occur in one’s head should be written down, however impre-
cisely, or committed to memory for actual performance.  I think that it is entirely possible for a 
simple improvisation to the melody to be of higher musical quality than a dazzling virtuoso per-
formance on the chords. I think the adulation of the “far out” in my youth was largely a kind of 
juvenile romanticism. Rather, the audience should marvel at the ingenuity with which the per-
former makes something new that is recognizably (at least for afficianados) derived from the mel-
ody — just as it does with variations on a theme by a great classical composer.
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Great Jazz Solos
In a time when jazz improvisation is little more than slick virtuosity for know-nothing audi-

ences, it is crucial that examples of truly great improvisation are not permanently forgotten.  The 
following is a partial (and only a partial) list. Each performance has the crucial qualities described 
earlier in this chapter: a beginning, a middle, and an end, it “says something”, it “delivers the 
News”. The order is roughly chronological.  My commentaries on some of these performances, 
written for a young jazz musician, will be found in my autobiography, Genius Without Genius, 
Vol. 4, in the section, “I Am a Tutor Again”.

Most of the following are now accessible on the Internet via YouTube.

Louis Armstrong’s solo on “Struttin’ With Some Barbecue”, The Louis Armstrong Story — 
Vol. 1, Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five, Columbia CL 851;

Bix Beiderbecke’s solo on “Baby Won’t You Please Come Home”, The Bix Beiderbecke Story, 
Vol. III — Whiteman Days, Columbia CL 846;

Charlie Parker’s solos on “Lady Be Good” and “Honeysuckle Rose”, Charlie Parker First 
Recordings!, Onyx 221; and “Oh, Lady Be Good”, The Charlier Parker Story #3, Verve, Clef 
Series, MGV-8002;

Dave Brubeck’s1 solos on “Give a Little Whistle” and “Over the Rainbow”, Jazz at Storyville: 
The Dave Brubeck Trio and Quartet, Fantasy 3-8, later remastered on CD by Fantasy;

Jon Eardley’s solo on “Yardbird Suite”, California Concerts or Jazz Goes to High School: 
Gerry Mulligan and his Quartet, World-Pacific, PJ 1201;

Sidney De Paris’s solo on “Wrought Iron Rag”, Wilbur De Paris at Symphony Hall, Atlantic 
1253;

John Lewis’ solos on: “Two Degrees East, Three Degrees West”, The Modern Jazz Quartet at 
Music Inn Vol. 1 Guest Artist: Jimmy Giuffre, Atlantic 1247; “Django”, Django: The Modern Jazz 
Quartet, Prestige LP 7057; and “Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea”,  The Modern Jazz 
Quartet, Atlantic 1265;

Erroll Garner’s solo on “Avalon”, Erroll Garner, CL 535;
Clifford Brown’s solo on “Gertrude’s Bounce”, Clifford Brown and Max Roach at Basin Street 

1956, Trip, Special Collectors Series, TLP-5511;
Clifford Brown’s solos on “Tiny Capers” and “Joy Spring”, both on Arranged by Montrose, 

Pacific Jazz PJ-1214, and his solo on “Gertrude’s Bounce”, Clifford Brown and Max Roach at 
Basin Street 1956, Trip, Special Collectors Series, TLP-5511;

Chet Baker’s solo on “Love Nest”, Quartet: Russ Freeman, Chet Baker, Pacific Jazz 1232;
Don Cherry’s solo on “Jayne”,  Something Else! The Music of Ornette Coleman, Contempo-

rary M 3551;
Johnny Griffin’s and Thelonius Monk’s solos on “Rhythm-a-ning”, Riverside RLP 12-262, 

Thelonius in Action: Thelononius Monk Quartet. 

1. When I can decide which of Paul Desmond’s numerous outstanding solos on the early albums he made 
with Brubeck, is better than the others, it will be added to this list.  “Copenhagen” and “Tangerine” are 
strong contenders.
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Additional Thoughts on Improvisation
Here is the kind of improvisation I want to hear: group plays theme, does the usual dead stop 

for a few beats to introduce the first soloist, then we hear the sounds of a piece of machinery being 
disassembled in a garage: a hammer hitting metal, then pieces being dropped on the floor,  some-
thing round like a hubcap rotating down on its rim, rubber squeaking, more pieces dropping — of 
course, it must be not just any piece of machinery, and not just any disassembly, but the right 
piece of machinery, dissassembled in the right way.

Stockhausen once said that all music is fundamentally a matter of rhythm, since pitch, too, is a 
rhythm (frequency of vibration).  The wonderful experiments in unusual rhythms, including dif-
ferent rhythms played simultaneously, which jazz musicians such as Don Ellis and Dave Brubeck 
made in the late fifties and early sixties, seem now to be forgotten, possibly because the sophisti-
cated jazz audiences of those times no longer exist.  Given the popularity of the music of compos-
ers such as Philip Glass, however, it is surprising that jazz musicians have not resumed their 
experimenting with rhythms.  E.g., what happens when lagging the beat is carried to the extreme, 
i.e., a performer chooses a slower rhythm on which to improvise, while the rhythm section main-
tains the original beat?  (There will be points at which the beats of each rhythm will coincide, and, 
if the piece is played often enough, there will be points where performer and rhythm section will 
be at the same place in the piece, as number theory tells us.)  

Every jazz musician should remember that a musical instrument is simply a middleman 
between the music inside and the music the audience hears.  There is no reason why a person with 
a peculiar skill at working certain types of plastic and metal control devices with his fingers 
should be singled out for special praise.  What  counts is the music, not the means — the difficulty 
— with which it is brought forth.  It is a waste of time and effort to attempt to learn to play a given 
instrument in the keys that are difficult on that instrument.  To do so is to spend your time paying 
homage to the age of manual labor.  Far better to spend your time figuring out how to change the 
instrument so that it is easier to play in all keys (consider the artificial bridge for guitars, ukeleles, 
mandolins; also Irving Berlin’s piano, which enabled him to play in any key using the same fin-
gerings, namely, those for the key of C).  If I started playing trumpet in public again, I would 
make a major effort to buy, or have made, a modified horn with adjustable tubing so that all keys 
could be played in the fingering of the easiest keys, i.e., in C, D, F, G, B-flat.

If my skill at improvising were to be judged tomorrow, I would want that judgement to be 
based on the improvisations I can whistle or sing, not on those I can play on recorder or that I used 
to play on trumpet, since for me whistling or singing comes as close as possible to removing the 
middleman from the process.  It also tends to remove from one’s improvisations a reliance on 
“finger habits” — the idioms that one repeats again and again because they are easy to play on a 
given instrument.  It will be surprising if, in the next few years, electronic apparatus does not 
become available which will convert a whistled or sung tone into a tone of the same pitch with the 
timbre of any of a variety of traditional instruments, e.g., trumpet, trombone, saxophone. 
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Jazz has always been virtuoso music, and yet if I were to start teaching the playing of it tomor-
row, I would have my students, regardless of what instruments they played, take Count Basie and 
John Lewis as their first masters, both being men whose ability to do a great deal with the simplest 
possible means was deservedly legendary.  I would have the students see how interesting a blues 
solo they could play using only the octaves of one note; then two notes; then three, etc.  Then 
using only one phrase, with variations in key permitted in order to fit the chords.  Then two 
phrases, etc.  Then using notes of no shorter duration than quarter-notes, then no shorter than 
eighth-notes, etc.

I would also have the student construct a catalog of all the idioms, riffs, standard phrases, in 
whatever school of jazz the student was studying — the boiler plate from which improvisations 
are constructed.  (It is hard to believe this has not been done already.)  A refinement of this project 
is the following.  First, decide on a degree of resolution for the music to be considered, say, a 32nd 
of a beat: all notes and rests are to be plotted on this “grid”.  Second, decide on a key to which all 
tunes (e.g., “How High the Moon”, “Embraceable You”) and all improvisations are to be normal-
ized.  Third, choose a jazz soloist, e.g., Charlie Parker.  Fourth, construct, from all available 
recordings of improvisations by the soloist, histograms  of all single notes, then of all successions 
of two notes, then of all successions of three notes, etc.  (A histogram is a representation of the 
number of times that each of a set of events occurs.)  Two successions of the same n notes having 
different rests between them are to be considered different.  Such a project, though rather aca-
demic and tedious, might prove interesting in what it reveals about the “improvisational personal-
ity” of a soloist.

The resulting collection of histograms makes it possible to view a jazz soloist as a “stochastic 
process”, i.e., we can view the soloist as a generator of sequences of notes and rests, each 
sequence having a certain probability, and thus investigate the information content of the soloist’s 
improvisations.  (See, e.g., Shannon, Claude E., and Weaver, Warren, The Mathematical Theory 
of Communication, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, Ill., 1963, pp. 39-45, as well as various 
popularizations and formal treatments of the theory of fractals and algorithmic information the-
ory.)

It is reasonable to collect idioms, riffs, and standard phrases into groups such that all the 
phrases in each group more or less represent what we regard as  “the same” feeling.  Of course, 
we don’t presume to say what the feeling is.  These groups might then help us in constructing 
improvisations that “say something”, because they enable us to select phrases, etc., that are 
related, emotionally, to phrases we have already used.

If we make a set of histograms for each of a representative set of performers on a given instru-
ment in a given school of jazz , we can then design a modified version of that instrument which 
will be optimized for playing jazz, i.e., some keys will produce, not one note, but a sequence of 
notes and rests, namely, one of the more common ones in the above histogram.  Electric organs in 
which an entire chord can be produced by the pressing of a single key, are a primitive example of 
this idea.
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The concept of ordering all musical phrases on the basis of ease of playing on a given instru-
ment, immediately suggests a new approach to teaching that instrument.  In essence, as the stu-
dent learns each phrase, he gets to play it wherever it occurs in a recording of the music.  “The 
more you learn, the more you play”.  In the case of difficult passages, he or she may begin by only 
playing the first note of each measure, then of each beat, etc. I have no idea how such an approach 
would compare with existing ones, but it certainly should be tried. It would also give the student a 
magnificent lesson in problem-solving in any discipline.

 Exercise for composers (jazz and classical) who know a little about computer programming: 
select a type of composition, and a number of bits, and see if you can write a composition of that 
type whose description can be contained in that number of bits.  The description might be simply 
a program that prints out the composition in ordinary musical staff notation, or, if only a few 
voices are involved, one that actually plays the composition using synthesized sound.  If you are 
successful, decrease the number of bits and see if you can still find a way to represent the compo-
sition.

This is an exercise in the informational aspects of composition, where, in general, the greater 
the minimum number of bits required to represent a piece of music, the higher the information 
content of the music — but not necessarily the higher its musical value, since the greatest infor-
mation content occurs when the notes are chosen at random.  Recent studies have shown that, 
informationally, music is located between low information phenomena such as the repeated repe-
tition of one phrase, and high information phenomena such as the random selection of notes.  The 
new branch of mathematics known as “fractal geometry” has provided major insights into the 
relationship between music, order, and randomness.

A set of exercises for the particularly creative jazz musician: Choose, in advance, a maximum 
number of notes that you will allow yourself in each measure, then improvise under that limita-
tion.  Next, choose the maximum number of notes in the whole improvisation that you will allow 
yourself, with the number of notes per measure allowed to vary.  Finally — and this is the ultimate 
challenge — allow yourself only one note (of any pitch) for your entire improvisation, your chal-
lenge as an artist being to select the best moment, and the best note to be played in that moment. 

A musical instrument can be viewed mathematically as a mapping (rule of correspondence) 
between a set of positions of fingers and feet (and, in the case of wind instruments, embouchures), 
and notes in the musical scale.  Thinking informationally, we may ask, “What is the minimal set 
of positions (and, possibly, embouchures) that is needed to produce a given range of notes?” For 
example, “What is the minimal set of keys that are needed to produce all the notes covered by the 
standard 88-key piano?”  The answer is not, of course, 88, since we need only one key to establish 
each octave, then the same set of keys to establish all the notes within the octave.

“I saw a painting done on brown paper of bamboo, and what was beautiful about it to me was 
that it was perfectly poised between being just some brush strokes and being bamboo — I could 
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make it go back and forth.” — Feynman, Richard,  Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman,  W. W. 
Norton & Co., N.Y., 1985, p. 265.

Just as it is a good exercise for painters to attempt not to see the picture in the picture, but 
instead to see merely a pattern of lines and colors, so is it a good exercise — as I think John Cage 
pointed out — for musicians to attempt not to hear the melody in the melody, or the harmony in 
the harmony, but instead to hear the music merely as sound.  (Both exercises can be considered 
examples of removing the culture from an art object.)

What might not the average television viewer learn if he were able to perceive the images and 
sounds coming from his set simultaneously as electronic impulses — so that, for the first time in 
his life, he would be shocked by the madness of considering these images and sounds as “real”!  
The equivalent in film might be a film containing an image of the strip of film itself, including the 
holes for the projector sprockets, the former being run at a speed just fast enough so that the 
motion of the events presented would be obvious, and just slow enough so that one could see that 
the motion was an illusion resulting from a sequence of still pictures.

Wherever there is repetition, there is the possibility of music — at the least, by causing each 
repeated event to generate a note of a scale.  Thus, we might get some interesting music by having 
each key on a computer keyboard generate a note of the diatonic scale when the key was struck.  
The question, of course, is whether some assignments of notes to keys are more interesting than 
others, for a given type of keyboard use, e.g., writing prose as opposed to, say, writing computer 
programs.

Jazz, like one’s native language, is something one learns by doing, not by studying grammar 
books.  Anyone who doubts this need only consider the number of outstanding jazz musicians 
who learned their art solely from records and by playing in bands.  Jazz is an aural tradition; I 
doubt if any present musical notation can properly represent jazz as it is played (in particular, jazz 
solos).  Written notes, as well as rules of harmony, are merely points of departure.  Young jazz 
musicians whose training has emphasized the importance of classical Western music need to keep 
this in mind.  There is no inherent virtue in giving names to what you already know — you do not 
become a better novelist by knowing how to do syntax diagrams of the sentences you use.

Maybe we miss an important point when we regard a jazz improvisation as something linear 
— something whose end we reach only when the improvisation stops!  There are times when an 
improvisation seems to be merely a filling in, i.e., a refining, of an abstract musical “picture” 
which already exists (this idea becomes more understandable when we realize that often we are 
listening to a recorded improvisation which we have heard many times in the past).  Here, the 
musical present of the soloist’s playing is the entire piece of music — what has already been 
played as well as what the audience somehow intuits is coming.  (A Greek drama view of impro-
visation)

 I play jazz best when no one is around.  (But, of course, I can’t prove that, since there are no 
witnesses.)
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“... I was thinking of a plan
           To dye one’s whiskers green,
 And  always use so large a fan
           That they could not be seen.”
                  — Carroll, Lewis, The White Knight’s song, Through the Looking Glass

Whenever I know someone is listening, particularly someone who doesn’t like jazz, and who 
suspects I am not playing it well anyway, I try to play “properly”, try to show that I really know 
what I’m doing, that I can hit the notes in each chord, and what emerges is as boring and dead as 
only the merely correct can be.  

Exercise: Compose or improvise a great Dixieland solo.  This is not a matter of technique.  
Bix Beiderbecke’s beautiful solo on “Baby Won’t You Please Come Home”1 can be played by a 
second-year trumpet student.  Perhaps you will compose the solo from the above-mentioned type 
of histogram of phrases.  How would Charles Ives have played Dixieland?  Begin by playing 
solos in different keys, e.g., a fifth up.  Those solos can be standard, traditional, even uninspired, 
and yet their transposition into keys different from that in which the piano is playing, can make all 
the difference.

George Gershwin is often praised for having “united classical music and jazz”, but in fact he 
did nothing more than create orchestral compositions using certain jazz idioms of his time.  The 
only successful uniting of the two forms I know of is Bill Russo’s Three Pieces for Blues Band 
and Orchestra, and the reason it is successful is that here there is no attempt to make the orchestra 
“play jazz” or (even worse) for the blues band to “play classical”.  Each does what it does best, so 
that the effect of the two together is far more dramatic than in Gershwin’s case.

 It is possible to conceive of music which one cannot play or write down, or even hear in one’s 
mental ear, except for the briefest fragments.  

     “Heard melodies are sweet; but those unheard
          Are sweeter...” 
                         — Keats, John, “Ode on a Grecian Urn”

Some of the foregoing remarks suggest a new kind of jazz which I am convinced would be 
worth developing.  This jazz is characterized by: (1) erratic, “angular”, “unpredictable” solo mel-
odies, at times almost atonal sounding, but occasionally dropping into highly tonal forms ; (2) fre-
quent, almost randomly-placed key changes; (3) the creative shifting (forward or backward) of the 
solo melody by one, two or more beats (a different matter, I must emphasize, from the traditional 
device of lagging the beat); (4) unusual time signatures ala, e.g., some early Brubeck, and the Don 

1. The Bix Beiderbecke Story, Vol. III, “Whitman Days”, Columbia LP CL 846.
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Ellis orchestra of the early Sixties; (5) occasional use of absurdly, almost comically exaggerated 
idioms of traditional kinds of jazz — aspects which have been “stretched to the limit” — e.g., 
lugubrious blues melodies; also insertion of extra beats, honks, moans, snorts.  All these devices 
have the aim of throwing the listener off guard, of keeping him surprised.  The following seem to 
me to contain fragments of these ideas:  

(1) Lee Konitz’s solo, as part of a Gerry Mulligan quintet, on “I Can’t Believe That You’re In 
Love With Me” (The Genius of Gerry Mulligan, Pacific Jazz Records, PJ-8, 1960); 

(2) Charlie Parker’s solos on “Lady Be Good” and “Honeysuckle Rose” (Charlie Parker First 
Recordings!, Onyx Records Inc., 160 West 71st St., N.Y.C., N.Y. 10023, 1974) 

(3) Some of the serious music of Peter Schickele (creator of PDQ Bach); 
(4) a live broadcast of a jazz group from Washington, D.C., which I heard, I believe, in the 

early eighties (I have no other information on the group); 
(5) the music of Thelonius Monk; 
(6) as a perfect visual analogue of the music I have in mind: French director-choreographer 

Phillipe DeCoufle’s set of surreal dances, “Codex” (on “Alive From Off Center”, 6:30 p.m., July 
30, 1989, KCSM, Channel 60, San Mateo, Calif.).

Ken Burns’ Jazz Documentary
There is no question but that Ken Burns’ documentary, The Civil War, is a masterpiece.  But I 

don’t think that any white jazz musician can regard his documentary, Jazz, with respect — I could 
almost say, with anything but contempt.  He seems to have a need to suck up to downtrodden 
blacks, and so his documentary is a reverse-racist tract.  If you watch his film, and know nothing 
about jazz yourself, you will come away with the belief that jazz was, and is, overwhelmingly 
black music.  This is not surprising, given that his main advisor for the film was the black critic 
Stanley Crouch:

“Since the early 1980s, Crouch has been critical of forms of jazz that diverge from what he 
regards as its essential core values... In jazz critic Alex Henderson's assessment, Crouch is a ‘rigid 
jazz purist...’1  

I would go so far as to say a reverse-racist.
A simple tally of the amount of time the film devotes to black musicians, vs. the amount of 

time it devotes to white, will make abundantly clear how biased the film is.  I can’t even recall 
hearing Bix Beiderbecke’s name mentioned, yet he was one of the great jazz trumpet players 
(white) of the twenties.  There is little time spent on Benny Goodman, equally little on Stan Ken-
ton, Dave Brubeck, Paul Desmond, Gerry Mulligan, Chet Baker, Gil Evans, and many other top-
rank jazz musicians who happened to be white. This is a film made by a man without the slightest 
understanding of the music itself, a man who finds irresistible the spectacle of this downtrodden 
people jumpin’ and jivin’ to the music he wants to believe is “their” music, which it most cer-
tainly is not.

Theme Music for Films and Television
One of the least talked about, yet most perfectly mastered, genres of music in the latter part of 

the 20th century was theme music for films and television.  I am not speaking of film scores.  I am 
speaking of music associated with a character in a film or a TV series.

1. “Stanley Crouch”, Wikipedia, Apr. 26, 2016
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Consider Ron Goodwin’s theme music for the Miss Marple films that star Margaret Ruther-
ford.  Miss Marple is a frumpy old lady of great determination and intelligence who has a habit of 
being a nuisance in the eyes of authority, e.g., chief inspectors of local police departments.  
Clearly, an appropriate instrument to represent an old lady is the harpsichord.  But how to capture 
the stubbornly individualistic aspect of her character?  How about (of all things) a rock n roll mel-
ody, in fact a rather simple-minded one, but with good old-fashioned genteel trills judiciously 
placed throughout.  Anyone who has heard this theme must agree that it is a stroke of genius.

Equal in perfection is David Horovitz’s theme for the Rumpole of the Bailey TV series1.  I 
cannot imagine any other piece of music better capturing the rumpled, old, profoundly comic 
character of the hero of the series than this one.  If Horovitz never wrote another note, this compo-
sition would, or should, guarantee him immortality.

Other examples of the genre that are worth noting include: 
Nigel Hess’s music for the Inspector Maigret TV series, music that perfectly captures the 

essence of Paris (or at least our conception of the essence of Paris); I won’t say that you don’t 
need Paris if you have this music, but I could almost say it.  The same composer’s music for the 
Hetty Wainthropp detective series starring the remarkable Patricia Routledge is not as compelling, 
though it expresses a mood entirely appropriate to the stout, middle-aged character that Routledge 
plays, with its atmosphere of days gone by, boardwalks, bandstands by the seashore, fog.  I must 
confess that, as a former trumpet player, the tremulo cornet of Phillip McCann soon became 
annoying — he seemed to be trying too hard to express the lead character’s age, the yesterdays 
that are gone forever. 

Christopher Gunning’s music for the Inspector Poirot TV series, which perfectly expresses 
(especially with Stan Sulzmann’s alto saxophone playing in the style of the time) the Moderne 
spirit of the 1930s, when the series takes place;  Dennis Wilson’s ditsy string quartet music for 
Fawlty Towers, the bed-and-breakfast hotel run by Basil Fawlty (John Cleese) whose lawn sign 
each week seemed to suffer a strange permutation of its letters (“Farty Towels”, “Flowery Twats”, 
etc.); the geriatric string quintet music for the Waiting for God TV series, the composer of which 
turns out to be, of all people, Franz Schubert, the music being the last movement of the Trout 
Quintet; Simon Park’s sad little march for the brave, anonymous, doomed officers and men whose 
job it was to defuse German delayed-action bombs during the Blitz in WW II, as portrayed in the 
series Danger UXB; Johnny Pearson’s theme for All Creatures Great and Small, perfectly 
expressing the basic joy in life which that series portrays; Patrick Gowers’ melancholy, tense 
music for the Sherlock Holmes TV series starring Jeremy Brett; Jim Parker’s thoughtful, under-
stated, classic theme for the superb detective series, Foyle’s War; Anne Dudley’s natty ‘20’s music 
for the TV series, Jeeves and Wooster., and last, but most definitely not least, Barrington 
Pheloung’s perfect music for the Inspector Morse series.

I must not fail to mention Henry Mancini’s music: “Lara’s Theme”, in his score for the Orson 
Welles’ film Touch of Evil, which perfectly captures the faded beauty of the aging madam (played 
by Marlene Dietrich) who runs the brothel in the border town where the film takes place; Geoffrey 
Burgon’s haunting music for the TV adaptation of John Le Carré’s novel Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, 
Spy, which perfectly captures the cosmic, and at the same time the medieval, dimensions of the 
Cold War.The same composer’s music for the 1981 TV series, Brideshead Revisited, captured 
perfectly the emotional mood of one of the best TV adaptations ever made of a novel.  Colin 
Davis’ haunting music for The World at War TV series, and Jay Ungar’s theme “Ashokan Fare-

1. Few things in this life are perfect, but one of them is this series. 
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well” for Ken Burns’ outstanding documentary, The Civil War., also deserve mention, although I 
must confess that, with repeated listenings the last seems too obviously contrived out of a few 
parts of themes in 19th century Southern songs. .

Each of the above scores is an example of the job done right, of true mastery of an all-but-
ignored genre that nevertheless deserves our admiration.

But not all TV theme music has been at this level.  One of the examples of the job not done 
well is the music for the British detective series Midsomer Murders.  The music, composed by Jim 
Parker, features the electronic instrument called the “theremin”, and an eerie, haunted-house 
theme that is absurdly inappropriate to a series that has nothing to do with haunted houses or the 
supernatural. Probably the most obnoxious of all TV theme music is Mike Moran’s for the detec-
tive series, New Tricks — the series itself always absorbing, the music so annoying after a while 
that the viewer has no choice but to turn the sound off until it is over.

Additional Thoughts
One tune, many verses:
That is how it’s done.
Many tunes, one verse is
Probably more fun.

Good beginning of an essay: “Although for me organ music has always been the sound of 
someone cleaning out the garage, nevertheless...”

Possible names for rock bands: “Reckless Endangerment”; “My Arm Is Caught”;  “Cover the 
Roof”,

A place that did not allow the playing of rock music would have to put up a sign, “Rock 
banned!”.

Avant-garde classical music: Composers Being Bad!

A criticism of Charles Ives: Eccentricity is not enough!

Long-overdue composition: “Requiem for Forgotten Composers”

And why not a piano concert for page-turner?
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The next step beyond John Cage’s 433 is to electronically delete, from a live classical 
recording, all the music, so we can just hear the ambient sound, then sell it as, e.g., “Audience 
Sounds During the Performance of ...”

Project: Play the first movement of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata on steel drums or tuned 
sizzle cymbals.

Project: Write a series of compositions intended to accompany ordinary household duties, 
e.g., washing the dishes, putting away clothing, sweeping. (There is definitely a better and worse 
for this type of composition.) 

Projects for Mark Morris: Get a bunch of kids aged, say, five to seven or so, and choreograph 
a dance for them to “The Gigue” from  J. S. Bach’s Fugue in G Major, as played by Kevin Old-
ham on Kevin Oldham: The Art of the Piano Transcription, VAI Audio VAIA 1104.

Get a group of slim, beautiful college girls, dress them in amusing, outlandish costumes fea-
turing broad, vaguely geometric patches of red, white, yellow, and maybe a touch of green and 
blue (at least a few of the girls must wear thigh-high candy-striped stockings — red candy stripes 
about an inch or so wide on white background) and have the girls dance with joyful abandon to 
some of the works of Bach.

Project: write a piece of classical music that ends with the ringing of a telephone.

Musicology: 
First appearance of boogie-woogie (or at least of a walking bass) in the Western world: the 

Aria ala Francese in Alessandro Scarlatti’s “Tocatta in D Minor”1 (early 18th century) 
(Alessandro and Domenico Scarlatti, Vocal and Instrumental Music, The Musical Heri-
tage Society, MHS 1443).  

Source of the opening theme of Thelonius Monk’s “Brilliant Corners”: opening measures of 
Beethoven’s “Grosse Fuge”.  

Source of theme of “Irene, Good Night”:  fourth movement of Beethoven’s String Quartet in  
C Sharp Minor, Opus 131.  

Sources of hillbilly tune, “Little Rock Getaway”, played on radio stations in the early fifties: 
last movement of Brahms’ Piano Concerto No. 2 and Courante from Bach’s Partita No. 5 
in G Major. 

Source of  “I’m Always Chasing Rainbows”: Chopin’s Fantasy in C Sharp Minor
Source of popular song of the fifties, “Nature Boy”: second movement of Dvorák’s Piano 

Quintet 

1. Tocatta VIII
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Source of part of “The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise”: Reynaldo Hahn’s, “Si Mes Vers 
Avaient des Ailes”

Who is keeping track of all our recorded music?  The answer is: no one, at least not in any sys-
tematic manner.  The layman — and even a few naive musicians — believes that, once a perfor-
mance has been recorded, it somehow enters an immortal archive, even if the performance does 
not become popular.  But that is not the case.  At present, there isn’t even a book or computer  data 
base that lists all the recordings that have been made, much less indicates where the originals are 
(if they still exist) and where they can be purchased (new or used).  The fate of this vast treasure-
house currently rests with the profit whims of the business executives who run this not-too-profit-
able side of the recording industry.  It is entirely possible that priceless recordings have already 
wound up in the wastebasket because the new broom, fresh from his MBA training, decided there 
was no point in keeping a lot of stuff around that has names you can’t even pronounce.

A great way to help children acquire self-confidence while they are taking music lessons is to 
help them to compose their own tunes, so that, for once, they feel that they are in the driver’s seat 
when it comes to music, instead of always having to do what others tell them.  If the student has a 
chance to play his composition before other students, so much the better.

Discuss: “Music is a ceremony for the feelings.”  Why does it seem to make certain deeply 
painful feelings more bearable when they can be experienced through the ceremony of music, or, 
for that matter, through the ceremony of poetry?  What is the effect, physiologically, of rhythm 
and sound, on these feelings?

“Playing music for someone” is a phrase that covers both the performing of music on an 
instrument and the playing of a recording, and rightly so, since both are merely different expres-
sions of the same impulse.  A perfectly good response to the question, “Can you play Bach?”, is to 
get up and play a Bach CD.
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